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XistentialAngst’s Johnlock Fic Rec List

-#s001 [c]
By tepidspongebath, rated M, word count 5927 – EROTICA
Exceedingly strange little fic, kink meme prompt. John has sex with people and returns to the flat
where Sherlock likes to deduce every sexual thing John did. This turns John on.
Celibate!sherlock, sexy!john, explicit
9 Inane Conversations with Sherlock Holmes [c]
By pennydreadful, rated M, word count 5237 – HUMOR
Sherlock decides to experiment with being vulgar. A series of hilarious scenes ensue when he shocks the
crap out of Donovan, Lestrade, Molly etc. The final vulgarity is to force John to see the truth about his
sexuality. Great ending.
First kiss (discussed), non-explicit
17 Letters [c]
By out_there, Rated G, word count 2357 – FLUFF

Sweet little fluff piece. John and Sherlock admit their feelings for one another by changing the password
on John’s computer. First Sherlock changes it then John does.
non- explicit
**26 Pieces [c]
By Lanning, Rated M, word count 28,235 – EPIC

Mycroft gives Sherlock the apparently simple task of solving a puzzle box containing a stolen microchip.
It isn't simple. Sherlock and John area trapped in the sewers with a man who wanted to hurt them both
and then it’s flooded. They barely survive. Very long and sweet ‘first time’ scene. Great. Quote: John:
"The first moment I laid eyes on you—" "I thought you were the most beautiful man in England."
First kiss, first time, explicit
*34 Minutes [c]
By bendingsignpost, Rated M, word count 4698 – EROTICA

Sherlock conducts an experiment in which he and John have to sit close together for 30 minutes and
speak completely honestly, then keep eye contact for 4 more minutes. Intimacy ensues. Really
fascinating little psychology EROTICA piece.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit, major UST
Another fun first time/EROTICA fic from bendingsignpost: [c for the collection] [c for collection
below]
Elsewhere Come Morning [c]– post Great Game, John and Sherlock come home from the hospital and
have sex for the first time. BAMF!John
An Offer of Kryptonite [c]– Lovely UST fic involving a chocolate éclair and Sherlock waiting for John to
make a move. Great Sherlock characterization.
An Interruption in Gravity [c]– John and Sherlock in a shower, Sherlock’s first time, Chaos ensues.
An Absolute Pain [c]– Humor, non-explicit, John comes home very drunk and Sherlock decides to
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torture him with innuendo about what he did in that state. Great dialogue.

-AAd Meliora [c]
By Lotherington, rated NC-17, word count 3305– AU/EROTICA
Summary: “John Watson is a priest undergoing a crisis of faith, Sherlock is a trainee priest who makes it
worse.”
XA: This fic has heavy and profane use of religion, so take that with a grain of salt. Otherwise it’s a fairly
simple AU story of John as a priest who encounters Sherlock and can’t resist temptation. Short and hot.
First Kiss, first time , Explicit
The Acronym
By DancingGrimm, Rated T, word count 13K – FLUFF

John gets a comment on his blog telling him he’s a BAMF. He doesn’t know what it means, but the 12
chapters of this fic prove without a doubt that he is one. Each chapter has another scenario in which
John prove his multitudinous BAMFness, from beating Anderson at darts, to taking down suspects, even
one memorable scene where he and Sherlock have a fist fight (it’s hilarious). This is non-slash
(personally, I would have liked to see a little slash in this) but worthy nonetheless in his oh-yes-John
factor.
platonic, non-explicit, BAMF!john
The Adventure of the Consulting Woman [c]
By DancingGrimm, Rated M, Words 39,303 CASE / EROTICA / SOME HUMOR
Sherlock dresses as a woman for a case where a killer is murdering men who abuse their wives. John
poses as Sherlock’s abusive husband. Sherlock trains for it by getting lessons from a style consultant.
John is bi; he is in love with Sherlock but doesn’t think Sherlock can return his affections. There’re quite
a few ‘case’ chapters here which are well-done. Very sweet scene in a restaurant after the case where
Sherlock tries to head off where this is going with excuses, and John, well, puts a stop to that. Hot last
few chapters. (taxi ride)
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
The Adventure of the Flatmate’s Fetish [c]
By Quinn Anderson, Rated M, word count 17626 – EROTICA

Story summary: “In which Sherlock finds himself in the unusual position of trying to educate John about
the endless variety of fetishes that exist in the world. When that gets boring, he sets himself on a very
important case: figuring out if John has any fetishes. Which, of course, he does.” Fun character piece.
First kiss, first time, explicit, dom/sub
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The Adventure of the Painting in Red [c]
By EverdeenFrayPotter, Rated T, word count 10,019 –HUMOR/FLUFF

During a gory murder case, Sherlock is acting oddly towards John and asking bizarre sexual questions.
When John is nearly killed, Sherlock admits his feelings. A well-written first kiss fic with (an actual) plot
and good characterizations.
First kiss, non-explicit
The Adventure of Rainbow Flutter [c]
By pastiche_pen, Rated M, word count 7846 – CASE / EROTICA

Sherlock meets John’s gay military secret, Sean. Sherlock pretends to find it dull. Sean needs their help
on a case involving his missing boyfriend, gay rugby leagues (where a handsome rugby player takes a
fancy to Sherlock) and gambling clubs. I enjoyed how the tension racketed up in this fic, with both John
and Sherlock forced to see each other through new eyes.
First kiss, first time, explicit, UST, virgin!sherlock, gay!case
The Adventure of the Six Painted Virgins
By saathi1013, Rated NC-17, Words 14K CASE / EROTICA
Sherlock dresses as a priest for a case involving smashed Virgin Mary statues at a local parish. John is
John but he is an ex choirboy with deep conflicted feelings about the church. The case is a pretty good
read and there is a nice ‘first time’ scene that occurs in part 2 where John finally makes a move on
Sherlock.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Affectionate Investment
By MilleTheFreak, Rated T, Words 6K HUMOR/FLUFF
Summary: “Sherlock and John start to accidentally eat each other's food, and start feeding each other,
much to the amusement and shock of their peers. Of course, it all feels natural to them, but one
chocolate-covered thing can lead to another.”
XA: This is a very funny little ‘hyper domestic’ fic where John and Sherlock start sharing food and drinks
and eventually start snogging. The scene at Lestrade’s party playing “Never have I ever” is not to be
missed!
First kiss, non-explicit, food!kink
After Mary Died
By Manzy, Rated T, word count 5122 –ANGST

John was married to Mary (it’s unclear if this is pre or post Reichenbach). This fic begins just after Mary
dies of an undisclosed heart condition. John, in mourning, moves back in to 221B. Sherlock takes care
of him. Over time, John realizes that Sherlock is in love with him and probably always was. This fic is
not overly angsty – it has sweet moments and a happy ending. I found it very realistic.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit
Alarmed [c]
By RosaPotentis, Rated X, word count 3826 – EROTICA

Summary: “Set after Scandal in Belgravia. John asks Sherlock about Mycroft's snide remarks, and it goes
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from there. All smut, no plot.”
XA: As the summary say, after Irene, John is curious and asks Sherlock about his sexual experience.
Sherlock tells John he’s never had an orgasm. John proceeds to give him one. Fun EROTICA piece, well
written.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock
All This Longing [c]
By belovedmuerto, Rated M, word count 5067 – ANGST/EROTICA

Summary: “It is enough to know that he’s still alive. It’s too much, knowing that he’d been alive the
whole time.”
XA: John can’t forgive Sherlock after he returns and he lives apart. One night Sherlock comes over,
soaked from the rain and cold and John takes him in. A bittersweet first time ensues. Well-written and
emotional.
First time, first kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach
Almost Always & Carte Blanche [c]
By ivyblossom, Rated T, word count 3480+6877 – ANGST

Ivyblossom is a great gift to johnlock fancom (Quiet Man, The Progress of Sherlock Holmes). In this short
2-piece series, John and Sherlock have an occasional post-adrenaline sexual relationship that doesn’t
intrude in the light of day, or even into John’s habit of dating women. When John thinks he’s about to
die, he writes a final blog post about he and Sherlock, revealing deeper feelings. He doesn’t die and
Sherlock reads it. Very in character. Angsty, but it all resolves well in the end.
Established relationship, non-explicit
Amazing Things [c]
By Kate_Lear, Rated X, word count 2466 – EROTICA

In response to a kink meme prompt – John can do simply amazing things with his tongue. Quite fun
short fic in which John displays the skill of his tongue in five different scenes until, in the last scene,
Sherlock is finally able to reap the rewards.
First kiss, first time, explicit, sexy!john
And a nice remix: Safekeeping
Amenable [c]
By Resonant, Rated M, word count 6120 – EROTICA / SERIOUS

John decides he wants to kiss Sherlock and does. At first they sort of collide against one another like it’s
an experiment, a lark. But then they have sex and Sherlock freaks. John fears he’s in love. Good
character study. Memorable quotes: "Oh." Sherlock ran his fingers down into John's palm and then up
the inside of his arm, pushing up his sleeve. "Where can I touch you?" John cleared his throat. "Eyes are
right out. Front teeth are all right, but back ones'd be a bit odd --"
First kiss, first time, explicit
Animal Arithmetic
By skuldchan, Rated M, word count 2268 – EROTICA/FLUFF

Summary: “Sherlock and John run with each other, and then fall for each other.”
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XA: A simple and realistic little first time fic, written in poetic prose, about John running after Sherlock,
always a few steps behind. He’s a few steps behind, too, in figuring out where the relationship is going.
First kiss, first time, not-very-explicit
And the Marshmallows Wept for they Saw They Knew Neither Sweetness Nor Fluff (A
Christmas Romance)
By jbs_teeth, Rated G, Words: 2668 FLUFF
Well, hell, I can’t resist adorable Christmas fluff, and here it is on a platter. John can’t figure out what to
get Sherlock for Christmas so he comes up with something REALLY special (and oh so sentimental). This
fic is like a Christmas bonbon.
First kiss, non-explicit, Christmas
And another sugary delight from jbs_teeth -A Cool and Calming Autumn -- in which Sherlock is hot in Miami and John packs autumn in London.
First kiss.
*Anterograde [c]
By berlynnsherlock, Rated NC-17, word count ? – EROTICA/HUMOR

John and Sherlock want to try having sex, but they’re afraid it might be awful. So they take a drug that
will cause them to forget and then film themselves having sex for the first time. The next day, they have
no memory of what happened, just the video tape. John and Sherlock watching themselves have sex on
video with no memory of it is awkward, adorable and oh so hot.
First kiss, first time, explicit
More EROTICA from berlynnsherlock (this stuff is pretty hard core):
Twenty-Seven Days – Virgin!Sherlock walks in on John masturbating in the bath and wants to discuss it.
Your Idea of Fun – Sequel to the above –Virgin!Sherlock and John, First time. John talks Sherlock
through it.
Seeing Things Through – Virgin!Sherlock, first time – Sherlock wants John to pretend to rape him.
Eccentric – First time fic – massage and sex. Sexy and funny.
The Aristocrat in the Parlor – Omega Sherlock decides to go off his suppression formula.
The Tricky Part – Sherlock talks ridiculously dirty in bed.
Any Road Will Take You There
By cmcross, Rated T, Words: 1561 FLUFF
Summary: “John lets out a puff of laughter. “And how does he look at me?” “The same way he looks at
cocaine and cigarettes."
XA: John meets an old flame of Sherlock’s, who can see what’s going on and informs John that Sherlock
is in love with him. This is a strong little piece – wish it were longer.
First kiss, non-explicit

Armour
By entangled_now, Rated X, word count 1583 – EROTICA
Very intense, short first time fic. John and Sherlock home from a case, against the door. The power of
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this piece comes from the excellent characterizations (John surprised at himself for what he’s willing to
do and Sherlock sort of bewildered at the lust of it).
First time, explicit, wall!sex
Applied Linguistics
By what_alchemy, Rated PG, Words: 4843 FLUFF / ANGST
After John is hurt and Sherlock is refused entry to his hospital room because he’s not ‘family’, so
Sherlock tries to get John to marry him. Of course, John thinks this is a really stupid reason and gets
upset about it. He takes a lot of convincing as Sherlock tries to sort out his true motivations. Beautiful
prose, funny language play in Sherlock’s head, oddball and sweet.
Established relationship, scientist!sherlock
As I Love You [c]
By Mazarin221b, Words 1466, Rated G FLUFF
John finds messages from a secret admirer in pockets, drawers and other strange places. At firsts he
can’t figure out who is leaving them. Short and very sweet.
First feelings, non-explicit
As Long As It Takes [c]
By PlainJane, rated X, word count 14K – EROTICA
Summary: “Anything Sherlock wants. All night. No strings attached.”
XA: Set post-Reichenbach, John and Sherlock have moved back in together. John notices that Sherlock
is angry and distracted and figures out its sexual frustration. So he offers to let Sherlock do anything he
wants, all night long. This is a fairly long and detailed fic, nicely in character with delightful erotica and a
fluffy ending.
First kiss, first kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach

As We Are Defined [c]
By the_arc5, Words ?, Rated NC-17 ANGST / EROTICA
Story summary: “People assume things about them, but nobody really gets it. Nobody really
understands what they are. Of course, John isn't quite sure he understands, either.” Their relationship
from John’s POV up to and post Reichenbach. He’s never sure how Sherlock feels about him. Upon
Sherlock’s return, they’re awkward until Sherlock initiates a physical relationship. Good writing and
angst leading up to the first time.
First kiss, first time, explicit, post Reichenbach
The Art of Seduction
By flawedamythyst, Words 25,279, Rated M EROTICA
Story summary: “Sherlock ran a website called The Science Of Seduction, on which he gave advice on
the best ways to get laid, wrote blog entries detailing the results of his various sexual 'experiments' and
generally contributed to the stereotype of 'every gay man is a sex-mad playboy'. John avoided the thing
like the plague. AU in which Sherlock treats sex like he does crime in canon.” XA: John is Sherlock’s
roommate and Sherlock seduces dozens of people, but not John. John is insulted but finally Sherlock
admits it’s because he had a ‘one time only’ rule and that doesn’t fit somehow with John. Lots of sex
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and a happy ending. ‘Nough said.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Attachment Theory (Object of Affection series)
By veronamay, Words 7939, Rated M FLUFF/CASE
Summary: “In which there is a hunt for a fabricated will, and John learns that Sherlock's regard for him
goes far beyond the physical.”
XA: This is an established relationship / case fic that I like primarily for a BAMF!john (throwing a knife no
less), a sexy!sherlock and a nice scene where Sherlock outs them in front of Scotland Yard. An enjoyable
read.
Established relationship, mildly explicit, BAMF!john, outing to NSY
*autopsis [c]
By spikeface, Words 6251, Rated X, ANGST/EROTICA
This is a wonderful, dark little fic. It’s all from Sherlock’s POV as he meets John and obsessive over him.
He wants to cut John open and see what makes him tick. Tremendous dark UST that is resolved after
TGG and a very dark Sherlock that feels very in character. Memorable scenes: Sherlock and John going
up stairs at a crime scene and John trips. Sherlock berates him cruelly and Lestrade gets upset. When
he tries to help John Sherlock loses it and shoves John against the wall.
First kiss, first time, explicit, dark!sherlock, TGG, UST
A few more short and dark Sherlock fics by spikeface are here: “Monsters” and “Rimming”

-BThe Battle In the Palace
By Avice, Rated X, Words: 6185 EROTICA/HUMOR
Funny little first time fic. Sherlock finally gives into his thoughts about John and just asks for sex. John
immediately complies. Lestrade shows up and thinks John must have a woman. The NSY peeps keep
catching them and thinking John has a woman stashed somewhere. Cute.
First kiss, first time, explicit, Virgin!sherlock
The Battle of Bakerloo [c]
By bendingsignpost, Rated PG, Words: 1500 HUMOR / FLUFF
Sherlock snuggles John like a teddy bear to ‘think’ and John puts up with it. Memorable scene: Sherlock
has John locked in a hug touching his hair while studying the case wall. Lestrade shows up and John is
embarrassed but can’t move. Quote: “The point remained that, like some sort of sexual Napoleon,
Sherlock had claimed to be after Shagland only to take over the Republic of Cuddles on his way there.”
Established relationship, non-explicit
Barter System [c]
By anonymous, Rated ?, Words: ? HUMOR / FLUFF / EROTICA
Sherlock starts borrowing and wearing John’s clothes and John retaliates. It quickly escalates out of
control. One day Lestrade and Anderson walk in to find John in Sherlock’s purple shirt and pants. Cute
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and funny. The boys finally admit why they like to wear each other’s stuff so much. Explicit ending.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Beautiful Agony
By anonymous (kink meme promp), Rated M, word count ? – EROTICA

John subscribes to the Beautiful Agony site, a website where people upload videos of their face (only)
during orgasm. He finds it oddly compelling. Sherlock finds it on John’s laptop and posts a video of
himself that John finds. John reciprocates. This is an unusual premise and really hot – the idea of John
watching Sherlock for the first time on video and then ’plotting revenge’. Basically fun EROTICA.
First time (implied), explicit, voyeurism
Beauty Shot [c]
By Mazarin221b, Rated M, word count 6463 – EROTICA

Sherlock modeled when he was younger. Sally finds pictures and shows them to John. John recognizes
a photo (without a face) that he had fantasized over in Afghanistan. Of course, he can’t keep his new
attraction secret from Sherlock for long.
First kiss, first time, explicit
And a nice remix: Safekeeping
Bedtime Stories
By Liketheriver, Rated M, word count 34K – SERIOUS

Summary: “John's POV during Season 2 and beyond when Sherlock takes up semi-permanent residence
in his bed. A collection of codas and missing scenes wrapped up into one long fic and topped with a bow
that takes the story beyond Reichenbach and into happy territory once more. Major spoilers (i.e all of
them) for Season 2.”
XA: This is an excellent narrative of Sherlock and John’s growing relationship from post TGG (when
Sherlock sleeps in John’s bed for the first time) through Sherlock’s return from the fall. It’s very wellwritten and has good characterization. Memorable quote: “I have a flash in my mind, that given how
frenetic and kiss-drunk clumsy Sherlock and I are, this could possibly be the worst sex of my life if it
wasn’t the absolute best.”
First kiss, first time, explicit, post Reichenbach, straight!john

A Beginner’s Guide to Apiology [c]
By VictoryCandescence, rated M, word count 10,952 – AU/FLUFF/ANGST
Summary: John and Sherlock meet for the first time as old men in Sussex. They immediately bond and
spent the end of their days together. But after death, John has a chance to come back… I’m not big on
angsty fics, but this one was not too angsty and has a positive ending. Sweet and interesting AU.
non-explicit
Below the Belt
By moonblossom, Rated M, word count 2281 – EROTICA

Sherlock won’t stop pestering John for sex while John is on his laptop. In punishment, John ties Sherlock
to a kitchen chair and makes him watch. Pure EROTICA but fun characterizations.
Established relationship, explicit, kink, BAMF!john
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*Bent [c]
By lifeonmars, Rated M, Words 12,101 EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock straightens a poker. Something in John's mind snaps.” John is turned on by
Sherlock’s strength. Naturally, Sherlock notices. Includes a fun case story about a woman’s missing
sister and an ogre of a stepfather. Well-written and very in character – delightful.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!sherlock
Best Laid etc
By abundantlyqueer Rated X Words: 6807 EROTICA
This fic is set early on in season one, while John is still dating Sarah. Sherlock comes into John’s
bedroom to announce that he should dump Sarah and sleep with him. Sherlock is completely
unemotional about it, long-term celibate with an excessive sexual past – he doesn’t expect it to mean
anything. Very EROTICAy EROTICA but good. Fun arrogant-to-wrecked Sherlock and insatiable John.
First kiss, first time, explicit, sexy!john
Best Medicine
By hbomb90 Rated NC-17 Words: 5776 EROTICA
John comes home from a long day at the clinic and falls asleep on the couch. Sherlock decides to stop
resisting temptation. Hot little first time fic.
First kiss, first time, explicit
*The Best Picture of the Human Soul [c]
By SwissMiss Words: 5776 AU/FLUFF
People have ‘soul marks’ (like tattoos) on their skin that develop from strong life experiences. When
John meets Sherlock, Sherlock has none. John begins developing marks relating to he and Sherlock. He
doesn’t realize how much he has affected Sherlock until he sees Sherlock’s body in the morgue post
Reichenbach. Very poignant. Memorable scene: John develops a ‘key’ on his hand which matches an
image over Sherlock’s heart.
In the Imagines Moti serious. The sequel Sustained by the Strength of the Colors to Come
First time (implied), non-explicit
Between Two Lungs [c]
By thedeadparrot Rated X Words: 5016 EROTICA
Sherlock discovers a kink for having his breath stopped while on a case with John and he gets John to try
it at home. Sex ensues. Dark and a bit bizarre little fic, but interesting.
First kiss, first time, explicit
More erotica from thedeadparrot:
Idiotique – Sherlock hires a prostitute so have sex with John and then tell him about it.
High Voltage – John and Sherlock at a gay club (first time fic)
*Bikini: Extended Edition [c]
By entangled_now, words 2500 , Rated X -- EROTICA
John comes downstairs one day to find Sherlock in a bikini. Sherlock insists John put lotion on him. Very
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hot and rough first time sex ensues (well, come on, lots of bare skin, oil… yeah).
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
Biometrics
By Jadzia_Bear; words 904 Rated T FLUFF
Summary: “John’s display of affection comes out of the blue. Or does it? It’s possible Sherlock’s been a
complete twat.” This is a short and poetic little piece that is worth a read (or re-read). Sherlock’s POV
as he and John sit on the sofa and John strokes one foot idly. Sherlock wracks through his brain to figure
out what it means and how he feels.
First feelings, non-explicit, UST
Bitter and so Sweet
By julieta; words 5369; Rated M EROTICA
Sherlock is slapped by a client and John finds it amusing. He regrets it at home and, to show Sherlock
how much he really cares about him, there’s a long and slow tender love making session. Not a first
time for sex between the pair, but a first time for affection.
Established relationship, explicit
Blood from a Stone
By mariana_oconnor, Rated M EROTICA / AU
Sherlock is cursed by a witch to feel the emotions of others. This leads to him learning a little humanity
as well as realizing exactly how John feels about him.
First time, explicit, magic
The Blown Fuse
By atlinmerrik, Rated M EROTICA / HUMOR
Three cheers for funny EROTICA! The boys are late to a fancy dress party and have to fix a fuse in the
basement thanks to Sherlock’s experiments. The allure of blue tux and black velvet is hard to resist and
they end up very late to the party. Very good and funny writing. Memorable quote: Because the
entire idea of Sherlock is noise. He's six feet of sassy retort. He's seventy-two and one half inches of
verbal brimstone, one hundred and eight plus centimeters of fire and fuss, purr and moan, clearly-stated
need and follow-through intent.

Established relationship, explicit, BAMF!john, sexy!sherlock
More Erotica by Atlin Merrick:
Wet Dream – John experiments on a sleeping Sherlock and makes him have a wet dream.
Blue Veins
By lbmisscharlie, Rated G FLUFF
Summary: “If a clock could count down to the moment you meet your soul mate, would you want to
know?” Everyone has a clock, either installed by futuristic machines or they're born with one.”
XA: This is a brief little magic realism fic, but well-written. Everyone has a clock on their wrists that
countsdown to when you meet your soulmate. John’s clock ‘appears’ when he meets Sherlock and
Sherlock’s after John shoots the cabbie. Very fluffy!
non-explicit, magic realism
LEGEND:
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A Box full of Johnlock
By Quinn Anderson, Rated M Words: 9323 HUMOR/ EROTICA
5 times Sherlock is in a box and 1 time he isn’t. This author has a terrific way with humor and a talent
for staying in character. The situations are notably absurd yet not unrealistic. Very funny and very hot
last scene. Memorable quote: "Don't be ridiculous, John; you can't keep me trapped in here." "Oh, I
think I can, and as added incentive…" John pulled out his mobile, pressed the button to activate the
camera, and began snapping pictures at will, "if you don't agree, I'll send these photos to every member
of Scotland Yard with the caption 'Genius Detective Defeated By the Intricacies of Doors.'"

First kiss, first time, explicit, UST
A Break in Routine
By IamShadow21 Rated M Words: 2354 EROTICA
This is an odd little fic. John breaks his arm on a chase and has it in a cast. After being annoying for
several weeks, he wakes up one night to find Sherlock has handcuffed him to the bed and gives him a
hand job. John is furious (but also relieved). They never do it again. It’s an interesting sort of parallel to
Curious Case but it’s interesting the John is totally straight, Sherlock is uninterested and it never
happens again. It feels very in character.
First time, mildly explicit
*Browsing the Archives
By Handful of Silence, Rated T, word count 4960 – HUMOR
Summary: “Lestrade and some of the Yarders secretly write fanfiction about the world's only consulting
detective and his flatmate. It turns out that they're not the only ones. Johnlock, Mystrade.” This is all
written as fan fiction summaries and reviews. Lestrade, Sally, Anderson, Mycroft, John and Sherlock are
all writing Johnlock and Mystrade. In particular, Sherlock’s quips are priceless. Very funny.
First time (implied only), non-explicit
But Love is a Voice on the Wind
By Snow. Rated M Words: 1832 FLUFF
Mycroft keeps texting Sherlock with advice on how to seduce John. Funny and fluffy.
First kiss, non-explicit
Butterfly
By dogpoet Rated X Words: 4872 EROTICA/HUMOR
Sherlock is dressing as a woman for a case and John helps him shave his legs. Very in character and
some funny dialogue.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Butterfly, Pinned Under Glass
By billiethepoetRated X Words: 4648 EROTICA/DARK
After The Great Game, Sherlock can’t stand to see John interacting with Lestrade and others (much less
women). He’s possessive and insulting in front of others. John finally confronts him with his jealousy
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and very angry sex ensues. Nice scene where BAMF!John takes down a gunman. Dark and edgy.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!John, jealous!sherlock

-CCamera Obscura [c]
By sheburns1, Rated M, word count 6998 –EROTICA / FLUFF
John takes up photography and Sherlock is his favorite subject. Soon John has collected an entire album
just of Sherlock photos. The photos tell others (and finally John and Sherlock) a lot about how John
really feels for his flatmate. Wonderful scene at the end where Sherlock strips as John takes photos.
First kiss, first time, explicit, UST
Cannot Help But Fall
By achray, Rated R, word count 28,002 – CASE/ANGST/EROTICA
John is surprised to find a strange man sleeping on their couch one morning. It’s Toby, a high-end rent
boy that Sherlock sees regularly. John is disturbed that Sherlock pays a prostitute – and treats him so
rudely. When Toby goes missing, possibly murdered, someone is setting up Sherlock to take the fall. As
Sherlock goes into hiding, he and John admit their feelings. Very hot scene in ch 2.
First time, first kiss, explicit, jealous!john, gay!sherlock, sexy!sherlock
Capability
By mydwynter, Rated R, word count 3844 – EROTICA
Sherlock loves John’s hands. Maybe that’s why he keeps breaking things so he can watch John repair
them. John needs to teach him a serious lesson. What can I say, I’m a sucker for BAMF!john.
Established relationship, explicit, BAMF!john, Prat!sherlock, mild control/dom
Captain John
By purplebullet, rated PG, word count 2317 – EROTICA
After seeing how Sherlock liked John’s commanded nature during Hounds, John decides to do a little
test and order Sherlock to make tea. The game goes a lot further than he planned. Simple little
EROTICA piece, but BAMF!john is always fun.
First Kiss, Explicit, BAMF!john
*Captain Watson, Genetics, and Other Crazy Things
By cyerus, Rated R, word count ? – HUMOR
The explanation for John "Three Continents" Watson? Jack Harkness is John’s father. John keeps running
into ex sexual partners who are nuts for him (including an African ambassador). Sherlock doesn't know
whether he's going to die from exasperation, jealousy or sexual frustration first. Very funny and wellwritten. It’s fun to see an irresistible John.
First time, sexy!john, bi!john
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The Case of the Disappearing Oxfords
By mific, rated X, word count 2393– EROTICA
Sherlock buys John a new suit and pair of black leather oxford shoes for a medical reunion. Later the
shoes vanish and John figures out that Sherlock has a kink for them. He offers to let Sherlock put them
on him and smut ensues. A quick, fun read.
First Kiss, first time (sort of), Explicit, kink
Catch As Catch Can
By perevision, rated M, word count 21K – EROTICA / HUMOR
Summary: “Sherlock is bored. BORED. Things are looking grim for Mrs. Hudson's wall. John devises a
Scavenger Hunt. But not just any scavenger hunt. The clues are all from pop culture, films and crap telly.
All the things Sherlock knows nothing about. It's going to kill him to clutter up his hard drive with all this
useless drivel. Even if he will delete it all later. Why would Sherlock even go through this? The prize...is
John.”
XA: John sets Sherlock on a scavenger hunt with sex toys, cake and coffee. This fic has a very
BAMF!john taking charge of an annoying Sherlock and a very nice first time scene. Fun!
First Kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
Coin to Travel Twice
By entangled_now, rated M, word count 2000 – EROTICA / HUMOR
Sherlock and John are on a case which requires Sherlock to ‘play dead’. Left alone in the morgue, John is
distracted by Sherlock walking around naked in a sheet. Sherlock refuses to get dressed and John loses
it.
First Kiss, Explicit
Cold Snap
By Mirith Griffin, rated M, word count 5158 – HUMOR/EROTICA
John goes into a frozen lake while capturing a killer and is in a bit of a stroop with Sherlock over it.
Nevertheless, Sherlock is determined to take the Mayo Clinic’s advice seriously and warm his partner up
in the proscribed manner. Hilarious dialogue.
Explicit, Established relationship
And don’t miss the companion piece Heat Wave.
The Consequences Series
By peevee, rated X, word count 1611 + 1059 - EROTICA
There are two fics in this series. In the first, John is drugged and Sherlock takes him home to recover.
He can’t resist taking advantage of John’s pliant state. In the second, John gets back at Sherlock.
Explicit, Established relationship, Dubious consent
More erotica from peeve:
Just a Little – In which John and Sherlock are both new at the ‘sex with a man’ thing and they try ‘just a
little’ anal sex.
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Control, Alt, Delete
By Mirith Griffin, rated M, word count 83,708 EPIC/EROTICA
Summary: “If you could delete everything except what was really important, would you? Sherlock and
John explore the question and each other.” Sherlock seduces John in a very original way (by having a
‘deleting’ session on the couch that is extremely sexual). The first 6 chapters of this are EROTICA – very
sexy and with some brilliantly funny dialogue. Then it gets angsty. Honestly, I stopped reading after a
bit, but it is likely very good all the way through. Memorable quote: "Plus," says John, his voice
conspiratorial and low, "the patented piece of orgy-wear that you traipse around in comes with handy
built-in bondage rope, in case I want to tie you up and fucking use you by the fireplace." "Technically, it's
a belt." "Technically, are you going to care?"
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, sexy!Sherlock, straight!john
Cooperative Principle
By bendingsignpost, rated M, word count 6686, AU/EROTICA
John is a teacher at St. Bart’s, still troubled by a psychosomatic limp and PTSD. Sherlock is, well,
Sherlock, always cozying up to the people at St. Bart’s to secure body parts. John resists him, thinking
he’s being used. Trouble is, Sherlock is irresistible.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
And its prequel, Magnificent
Create New Folder
By thelostrocketeer, rated M, word count 1773, EROTICA/SERIOUS
Short and powerful little fic. All Sherlock POV – his mind is like a computer. He analyzes John and his
own reactions like a machine as he first recognizes their attraction and then they act on it.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, scientist!Sherlock
A Cup of Tea and a Mystery
By CorvidCoccinelle, rated M, word count 3900 – EROTICA
John finds a note in the tea jar from Sherlock admitting his attraction to John. This sends John’s mind
reeling in all kinds of unprecedented ways. When Sherlock comes home and realizes the state John’s in,
sex ensues. Very sexy kitchen scene.
First Time, First Kiss, explicit
*Curious Case [c]
By Cleo2010, rated M, word count 39986 – EROTICA
Sherlock burns his hands and they’re both bandaged. After a week of acting like an utter dick, he
desperately comes to John for help masturbating. John agrees to help Sherlock wank while his hands
are wrapped, purely to keep Sherlock sane, of course. As EROTICAy as this premise is, it’s a very good
read with good character development (and one you’ll be searching for to reread two months from
now).
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, straight!john, sexy!sherlock
***A Cure for Boredom [c]
By emmagrant01, rated M, word count 81,714 – EROTICA/ EPIC
This is the Gone with the Wind of johnlock EROTICA. Pure gold! Long, multi-chapter fic in which
Sherlock experiments with John’s sexuality – getting him partners at a local sex clue to see what turns
him on. For a long time, it is John with other partners while Sherlock watches and records. Excellent
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writing and breath-taking erotica. Great characterizations and a blazing ending. Read it!
And the marvelous sequel, the story retold from Sherlock’s POV Alternative and Missing Scenes from A
Cure for Boredom
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, straight!john, scientist!sherlock, voyeurism, multiple partners,
experiment

-DDaisies for Anderson

By incaprious, rated M, word count 2965– EROTICA/HUMOR
Summary: “John's laptop keeps playing porn; it must be Sherlock's fault.” John’s laptop has a porn virus
and from John’s reactions, Sherlock deduces he’s attracted to him. Short little first time fic that has
some fun humor.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
The Dangerous Edge of Things

By dreamingrain, rated T, word count 10K– AU/FLUFF
Summary: “Inspired by a prompt from the kinkmeme - Sherlock Holmes has a boyfriend who lives in
Canada. Written back in April 2011.”
XA: This is a fun AU fic in which Sherlock meets John through his blog online and they start texting each
other. There’s a series of killings of Canadian tourists in London and so Sherlock calls John in to
“consult”. I loved the use of Lestrade and the yard in his – meeting John at the airport to see if he’s
‘real’ and making bets on how long he’ll stick around. The original story is not slash, but there’s a sequel
that’s a first time erotica fic called We See Thee Rise.
First kiss, first time, explicit
De Facto [c]
By pennydreadful, rated M, word count 5679 – EROTICA
John discovers that Sherlock has a kind for medical textbooks and decides to treat him to a prostate
massager with a very thick manual. Very kinky, but pennydreadful is a wonderful erotica writer. More
of her works below.
Established relationship, explicit, medical kink
More kink from Pennydreadful: [c] for the collection
Really! – Sherlock is annoying and childish til he pushes John over the edge
Holding it – Sherlock really has to urinate but can’t stop the experiment so John has to help out.
Release – Orgasm denial for science!
I Just Had Sex – Sherlock can’t stop telling everyone that he and John had sex
A Turn of Phrase – Sherlock wants to have sex with John and asks him – lots of smutty talk ensues.
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Deep Freeze
By Three Post Problem, rated t, word count 10K –FLUFF
John is locked in a deep freeze and it takes Sherlock too long to get him out. John nearly dies of
hypothermia, but Sherlock shares his body heat and warms him. Mycroft saves the day. This is a welldone fic and meaty, but I wish it had had a more rewarding ending. Part of the Quill and Ink series.
non- explicit
*The desire and the spasm
HUMOR / EROTICA
Sherlock reads John’s secret lurid novel all about a detective and his sidekick – and lots of sex. This story
has very funny prose. Sherlock tires to make fun of the bad writing (he invites Mycroft over to mock it)
but he can’t help being turned on by it, too.
*The Detective and the Pin-Up [c]
By XistentialAngst, rated M, word count 15,677 – HUMOR/EROTICA/FLUFF
Summary: “Sally Donovan discovers an old secret John Watson considered long buried - a ten-year old
"Men of the Armed Forces" calendar, which has John as a very enticing pin-up for August. The image of
John might just change the way everyone sees the unassuming sidekick, even Sherlock Holmes.” This is
my own writing, but if you like the stories on this list you’ll dig it. Lots of humor with the last two
chapters getting EROTICAy so you can stop before then if you don’t like explicit. And yes, it is possible to
have both a celibate AND a sexy Sherlock in the same story. After all, once he changes his mind, watch
out.
First time, first kiss, explicit, sexy!john, celibate!sherlock, sexy!sherlock
Dilaudid
By Lintilla, rated M, word count 15,856, AU/EROTICA
Omegaverse. John is an omega pretending to be a beta. Sherlock is an arrogant alpha who is obsessed
with betas. Will John’s secret come out? This is a quite good Omegaverse fic, even if Sherlock is a total
dick, but it is unfinished.
First time, explicit, omegaverse, Omega!John, Alpha!sherlock
More Omega fics:
A Bonding Experience – Sherlock is pretending to be a teacher at a school for a case and a young John
Watson presents as an Omega in his classroom unexpectedly.
That Shakey Feeling – Sherlock (omega) and John (alpha) live together platonically until the first time
Sherlock goes into heat. BAMF!John
Swallow your heart and come – Sherlock (omega) and John (alpha) are being held hostage when
Sherlock goes into heat. BAMF!John with a gun.
Serviceman -- A short fic about John’s life as an army omega.
And You I Crave – Sherlock doesn’t realize his flatmate’s an omega until he goes into heat. Sherlock
holds out for 15 days…
The Aristocrat in the Parlor – Omega Sherlock decides to go off his suppression formula.
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Dirty
By billiethepoet, rated X, word count 3094, EROTICA
Sherlock always thought sex was “dirty” – until John. This is not my head canon about Sherlock. I can’t
see him quite buying into a load of moralizing about sex. Nevertheless, this is an interesting little first
time piece that I would read again and I like the relationship dynamics.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Disguise [c]
By Lintilla, rated M, word count 15,856, AU/EROTICA
Sherlock tricks john with a lot of different disguises; all of them flirt with john. It seems like Sherlock can
only allow himself feelings when he is ‘acting’. John is really thrown when one of Sherlock’s disguises is
a man John recognizes from years ago – a man he had a one-night stand with who broke his heart.
First time, first kiss, explicit, disguise
Distraction(s) [c]
By Morwen_Eledhwen, rated T, word count 4999, HUMOR/OTHER
Summary: “Sherlock catches John's girlfriend buying sexy red underwear for a man Sherlock assumes is
not John. When Sherlock deduces his mistake, he learns what happens when you assume the wrong
things about John Watson. He then devises a way to make up. This story takes place between Seasons 1
and 2: so, post-Game, pre-Scandal.”
XA: It’s rare that I read a fic and am just literally dazzled by the writing, as in blown-away and filled with
pleasure at such amazing goodness. This is one! Sherlock sees John’s girlfriend buying red pants and
thinks they’re for another man, making rather a fool of himself. Then he takes John on a case at a
private gambling den where John has to dress in a midnight blue tux. It’s hard to imagine why this fic is
so powerful just from describing the plot – what gives it is kick is its perfect tone, all written from
Sherlock’s POV, which is at once hilarious and deeply moving in a bittersweet way. And John, John is
very sexy and sort of lustfully unattainable. Just read it and subscribe to this author. I hope we’ll see
more from her soon.
non-explicit, red pants, sexy!john
Dogs Don’t Come Into It
By hyacinth_skey747, rated M, word count 11427 – HUMOR, EROTICA
Summary: “John gets a bit turned on by Sherlock. But he's not going to act on it. No way.” I love humor
and interesting angles on how John and Sherlock get together for the first time, and this story has that.
Very funny and in character dialogue at the start – pitch perfect. But the EROTICA portion quickly gets
into “Fifty Shades” territory with dom/sub, sex toys, etc. Didn’t feel true to character to me, but as pure
erotica it’s well-written and effective.
First time, First kiss, explicit, sexy!Sherlock
*Don’t [c]
By alizarin_nyc, rated M, word count 2825 – EROTICA
Short first time fic in which John keeps saying “Don’t” to Sherlock for various reasons, including when
Sherlock leans in to kiss him or makes any such gestures of interest... until finally he doesn’t. Very well-
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written and poetic – and very sexy.

First time, First kiss, explicit, sexy!Sherlock, straight!john, UST
Don’t Hide It
By Relentless Mayhem, rated NC-17, word count 4300 – EROTICA
Summary: “John is kidnapped and hurt and tries to hide it from Sherlock. Comfort and eventual smut
ensues”. Sherlock takes care of John when he’s injured and the “Florence Nightingale” syndrome leads
to other things. The erotica is a bit uneven, but overall it’s a fun little trope.
First time, First kiss, explicit, celibate!Sherlock
Doppleganger [c]
By Mazarin221b, Words 2734, Rated M FLUFF
Sherlock starts to notice something odd about all of John’s dates – they all look like him. Very sexy John.
Non- explicit
And the sequel, which is pure EROTICA: Let the Clocks Be Reset
First kiss, first time, explicit, sexy!John, celibate!sherlock
*Downpour [c]
By keelywolfe, Words 4411, Rated M EROTICAY EROTICA
John and Sherlock are stuck in a tiny alcove with killers just outside, in an absolute deluge. Sherlock
takes advantage of the situation to seduce John – who can’t exactly talk or run away. This is a very hot
little piece with John at first just trying to convince himself it’s not happening and then trying to stop
Sherlock (and failing). Nicely written and the imagery of the rain really adds a unique flavor.
First kiss, first time, explicit, straight!John, sexy!sherlock

-E**Echoes through time [c]
By chellefic, rated M, word count 21,619 – SERIOUS / EROTICA
Mumm Holmes sends Sherlock the journal of his great-uncle who was also Sherlock Holmes and who
also had a biographer and friend John Watson. The journal reveals their hidden love affair and details
how they had to hide it due to the world they lived in. John is incredibly moved by the story and they’re
both inspired to look deeper at their own relationship. I loved this mingling of the original ACD and the
BBC version. It’s well-written, sexy and moving. And yes, there’s still plenty of EROTICA including in the
original John Watson’s journal.
First kiss, first time, explicit, straight!John, sexy!sherlock
Electric Pink Hand Grenade
By BeautifulFiction, rated X, word count 67K – ANGST / EROTICA
Summary: “If Sherlock's brain is a hard drive, then these attacks are an electro-magnetic pulse."
Sherlock Holmes does not do anything by half, not even a migraine. It falls to John to witness one of the
greatest minds he has ever known tear itself apart, and he must do his best to help Sherlock pick up the
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pieces.”
XA: This a long story in which Sherlock suffers through various stages of a strange hyper migraine-like
illness unique to him. John is there throughout and is the only thing that can make Sherlock feel better.
Through this trial-by-fire, John and Sherlock come to realize the depth of their feels and eventually
Johnlock ensues. Intense and well done with a happy ending.
First kiss, first time, explicit, UST, hurt/comfort
Enough
By MillieTheFreak, rated T, word count 6170 – FLUFF/HUMOR
Summary: “Sherlock and John are experiencing a change in their relationship, and now the levels of
sexual tension between them have risen to beyond what they can handle. How long will they last before
one of them EROTICAs and just takes what they want from the other?”
XA: This is a humorous little study in sexual tension and how everyone around J&S see it. The ending is
not explicit.
First kiss, non-explicit, lots of UST
Examine Every Inch
By whimsicalimages, rated PG15, word count 3400 – AU/FLUFF
John has the ability to see the ‘heart strings’ that connect soul mates. When he meets Sherlock at St.
Bart’s, he can see the red string that links them. When Sherlock ‘dies’ at St Bart’s, John knows, or hopes,
he’s not really dead because his heart string doesn’t vanish. Short and sweet fic.
non-explicit
The Effects of Domesticity
By scullyseviltwin, rated T, word count 6683 – FLUFF/HUMOR
Funny look at the domesticity 221B and how it leads John and Sherlock into getting comfortable with
each other and then starting a relationship. Fluffy.
First time, first kiss, not-terribly-explicit
Empirical Method
By lbmisscharlie, rated M, word count 1214 – EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock pins John against a wall using the bottom part of his arm across John's upper chest
(i.e. his elbow is near one of John's shoulders and his hand near the other). He gives John a furiouslypaced handjob (no foreplay or anything like that). There is no reciprocation (or at least not immediate
reciprocation).”
First time, first kiss, explicit, scientist!Sherlock
Even Redder Than Mine
By Ani, Rating: T Words: 1704 EROTICA
Sherlock needs his hair dyed red for a case. John complies. They both really, really like it. This is a
strange, poetic little piece that doesn’t get very explicit, but has a lot of UST.
First time (implied), kink, non-explicit, UST
And… another hair kink fic (this one is explicit):
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A Study in Ginger by punifa – John dyes Sherlock’s hair and smut ensues.
Haircut by HiddenLacuna – John cuts Sherlock’s hair and smut likewise ensues.
Everything We Know of Love
By professorfangirl, Rating: X Words: 3382 EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock will keep watching him. John will keep catching him watching. And when at last
Sherlock fixes his gaze as if he’d make John come on to him by the sheer force of his hazel-eyed will,
John will be absolutely, sweetly, lovingly impervious. The knowledge that they’ll fuck is the one thing he
can hide behind his eyes with perfect impunity and dole out on a need-to-know basis. And Sherlock
desperately needs to know.” Very detailed, poetic and sexy with good characterizations --John’s POV of
what it’s like when he and Sherlock have sex and how he keeps Sherlock guessing.
Established relationship, explicit

*Evidence of Life [c]
By thesardine, Words 16906, Rated, ANGST /EROTICA
Sherlock and John are stuck on a deserted island. Sherlock is slowly going mad with no stimulation. He
insists on sex with John for something to do. The sex begins somewhat abusive but gets sexier. After
they are rescued they have to deal with whether or not to forget what happened on the island. Very
well done. I dismissed this fic initially as sounding too angsty, but it isn’t and there’s lot of wonderful
character work and good (and realistic) sex.
First time, First kiss, explicit
Eye of the Beholder
By Days_of_Storm, Words (long), Rated G, CASE, ANGST
Things are changing in 221B, but before John can figure out what it is, Sherlock vanishes. There’s a case
involving Moriarty and a Darwin artifact at the local museum. After a showdown with Moriarty at the
museum, Sherlock is finally home and Sherlock and John admit their feelings. This is a long fic with not
that much payoff at the end (for me anyway) and John feels too weak, but it’s still a good read.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit
Experiment
By Sarren, Words 2510, Rated X, EROTICA
Sherlock is out, so John decides to take the opportunity to watch a little porn and masturbate. Sherlock
comes home during the middle of it and is intrigued. He wants to ‘experiment’ with John. Smut ensues.
This is a virginal, overwhelmed Sherlock.
First time, First kiss, explicit, virgin!Sherlock
The Experiment
By Irollforinitiative, Words 14K, Rated X, EROTICA
John forbids experiments with “physical components” in the flat, so Sherlock decides to conduct a
“social experiment” – namely, getting to the bottom of his feelings about John. The writing in this fic is a
little rough around the edges, but it has enough cute ideas to redeem it. Memorable scene: Sherlock
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texting John about the fact that he’s wearing a tux; John offers to put on his fatiques and Sherlock says
‘Can I touch or can I only look’?
First time, First kiss, explicit, UST, scientist!Sherlock

-FFa Subito
By kim47, Words 6659, Rated X, EROTICA
Sherlock buys John an exquisite new suit for a dinner at Mycroft’s and finds he can’t keep his hands off
him. Fun and sexy first time ic.
First time, First kiss, explicit
**The Fabric of Life [c]
By holyfant, Words 156,380, Rated X, CASE, ANGST
Post Reichenbach, Sherlock returns and John and Sherlock try to sort things out. John is in a grief
therapy group and his friends there have a hard time dealing with the fact that John’s “has come back”.
John and Sherlock start a physical relationship and John has to tell Mary (his girlfriend) that he slept with
Sherlock. Great writing, long, very realistic, a fandom classic. Memorable quotes: Sherlock’s use of the
word “You”.
First time, First kiss explicit, post reichenbach
More from holyfant:
Thirty-Six Minutes and Then Some – John has been gone for 4 days and is coming home and Sherlock
tries to piece together why John is angry. Was it the kiss?
Bursts of Light – John calls Sherlock ‘brilliant’ and ‘gorgeous’ when they’re making love and that gets
Sherlock off.
Facilitateur
By Akiko, Keeper of Sheep, Words 14,128, Rated M, FLUFF
John introduces Sherlock to a host of new addictions like jam, jumpers, Scrabble, etc. It takes a while for
Sherlock to realize his real obsession is John.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit
Fantasy
By Ayantiel, Words 15,261, Rated X, EROTICA
Sherlock indulges in fantasies of John – and John accidently sees him. Very hot first time fic with
Sherlock very inexperienced and unused to handling emotions.
First time, First kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock
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Fifth Time’s the Charm
By SteampunkFrood, rated M, word count 7842 – EROTICA/HUMOR
Sherlock is head over heels in love with John, but John gives him such mixed signals. John: here's a hint.
Straight men do not get aroused when kissing their flatmates. The first time they have sex they’re both
blind drink and John freaks. But it keeps happening.
First time, First kiss, explicit, straight!john, sexy!sherlock
Fifty Good Reasons (to have sex)
By mistyzeo, rated X, word count 19069 WIP – EROTICA
Arranged by one ‘reason’ per chapter, such as ‘in a hotel’, ‘make-up sex etc. These chapters assume an
established relationship and are pretty much just straight-up sex. Check out “Revenge” and “Near Death
Experience” inp articular.
Established relationship, explicit
Fill!
By _doodle, rated M, kink meme prompt fill, word count ? -- ANGST / FLUFF / EROTICA
After Sherlock jumps, he keeps waking up in alternate realities where he and John are a couple. Very
well-done, sweet and haunting.
First time, First kiss, explicit, possessiveness
Fine, Okay, Alright
By on rooftops, rated M, word count 4986 – EROTICA/ANGST
Post Great Game. John follows a trail of blood to the shower to find Sherlock there with a cut hand. He
stitches it. A few days later, Sherlock follows John into the shower and sex ensues. Dark and needy.
First time, First kiss, explicit, possessiveness, TGG
*First Night Out
By verityburns, rated M, word count 3392 – FLUFF
I love this little fic. After having a long term relationship that’s been kept secret, Sherlock decides to
‘out’ he and John at a Yard Christmas party with some dirty dancing. Very sweet and fun.
Established relationship, explicit, NSY
The First Time
By AtlinMerrick, Rated NR, word count 16K EROTICA

Each of the eleven chapters is a different ‘first’. One is the first time John curses up a blue streak
(because Sherlock sexually teases him on the tube). Another is the first time Sherlock sleeps in John’s
bed. Nearly all these assume an established relationship. Atlin Merrick’s writing style and
characterizations are excellent – not to be missed.
Established relationship, explicit
Also by AtlinMerrick:
Bits and Pieces and Drabbles – All kinds of random goodness. I especially like Ch 14 “F*** You”.
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Firsts
By theRavensdesk, Words: 28K WIP, EROTICA / FLUFF
Each chapter is a different ‘first’ – chapter 1 is a first time piece, then first time going to a crime scene
once they’re a couple, etc. Good characterizations and mix of EROTICA/fluff.
First time, First kiss, explicit
Five Go Camping
By butterflymind, Words: 3022, HUMOR / FLUFF
John, Sherlock, Anderson, Sally and Lestrate sleeping in a 6 man tent in a storm whilst trying to catch a
serial killer in the woods. Hilarious dialogue.
Established relationship
Five Times John woke up next to Sherlock
By TheShoelessOne, Rated T, Words: 4047 FLUFF, BUT OF ANGST
After the Great Game, John and Sherlock both need reassurance that they survived. A series of scenes
in which they keep winding up (innocently) in bed together with the last time not so innocent. Short
and fun.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit, TGG
Five Things John Watson Will Never Tell Anyone
By Raina, Rated R, word count (short) – FLUFF

John’s POV – the things John hides. Some of these are interesting little character study insights and of
course the biggie is how he feels for Sherlock. Well written and lots of ‘feels’.
Established relationship, non-explicit
Five Times Mrs. Hudson interfered in the Love Life of Dr. John Waston, and the One Time She
Didn’t
By chainsaw_poet, rated PG, word count 4305 – HUMOR, FLUFF
Mrs. Hudson sabotages John’s dates and then his bedroom to get John and Sherlock to come to their
senses.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit
Five Times Sherlock and John Are In the Closet
By LikeATeddyBear, rated M, word count 4927 – EROTICA/HUMOR
Basically what the title says. Silly EROTICA but fun to read (and reread).
First time, First kiss, explicit
Five Times Sherlock and John Watch Porn Together (And One Time They Didn’t Need To)
By cypress_tree, rated M, word count 6281 – EROTICA
John comes home one night to find Sherlock researching porn on his laptop. He decides to
sit down and join in. Well… you know where the rest of this goes. Not a very likely scenario
for the boys but hot.

First time, First kiss, explicit
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Floriography [c]
By lbmisscharlie, Rated M, word count 21K – AU

Sherlock is the florist at John and Mary’s wedding. John and Sherlock are drawn to each other
immediately. They resist at first, but eventually John leaves Mary to move in with Sherlock. This fic did
a nice job of expression the ‘soulmate’ kind of attraction between John and Sherlock. Some angst but
also some good UST and a little EROTICA.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Follow the Evidence
By JezebekGoldstone, Rated R, word count 4859 – FLUFF

Lestrade wants to collect a bunch of evidence items Sherlock has stolen over the years. Sherlock is
forced to tell Lestrade the story of why he stole each other (having to do with John). Sweet and
sentimental. WIP
Established relationship, non-explicit
Follow You Into the Trenches [c]
By twisting_vine_x, Rated NC-17, word count 13K – ANGST

After the fall, John appears to be suicidal so Sherlock appears to him and John goes undercover with
him. They track down the snipers in Europe. John appears to have been killed by Moran, but they are
eventually reunited. I enjoyed how much of a physical bond the two had from the time Sherlock
appears in the cemetery, even though it doesn’t turn sexual until the end.
First kiss, first time, mildly explicit
For Science
By nishi_shinji, Rated NC-17, word count 3500 – EROTICA

John comes home to find Sherlock naked on the couch with a vibrator, trying to, ‘for a case’, figure out if
a man can come purely with anal stimulation. He talks John into ‘helping’. Pure, plotless EROTICA.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Four Times Sherlock Kissed John for Science [c]
By ckerased, Rated G, word count 6970 – HUMOR / FLUFF

Very silly but fun little fic in which Sherlock makes up scientific reasons to kiss John. (swimming pool
scene)
First kiss, non-explicit
The Fourth Clue: A Sherlock/John First Time
By Ghislainem70, Rated M, word count 4500 – EROTICA

Sherlock wants John so he leaves him clues. One of them is getting someone to give him love bites.
John is jealous.
First time, First kiss, explicit
Fucking Cake
By random_nexus, Rated M, word count 12,970 – EROTICA

Yes, it is just what the title says. But there does end up being a good reason (well… mostly). This piece
could be awful, but instead it’s rather like an artful Escher staircase of bizarro erotica. Humor and John’s
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unflappable good nature make it work.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Full
By thirdbird, Rated M, word count 4949 – EROTICA

Virgin Sherlock fantasizes about being taken by John. John has a very large penis and thinks it’s a bad
idea but Sherlock is determined. Classic johnlock EROTICA.
First kiss, first time, explicit, virgin!sherlock, sexy!john
The Full Package
By Kalimyre, Rated, word count 9675 – EROTICA/AU

Summary: “Kinkmeme fill. The clinic where John works caters specifically to Omegas experiencing their
first heat. They provide top of the line service, and do anything necessary to ease their patients'
discomfort. Omega!Sherlock is his latest patient.”
XA: This is a lovely Omegaverse fic with a slight medical kink. I liked the immediate attraction between
Dr. John and Sherlock, the patient. Both are reasonably well in character in this. And naturally, there’s
lots of lovely, biologically-imperative sex!
First kiss, first time, explicit, Omegaverse
The Fundamental Things Apply
By: karadin, Rated: PG, Words: 5166 FLUFF
It’s Valentine’s Day and John tries to give Sherlock a clue. Very sweet and fluffy fic with a Casablanca
theme. Aw-inspiring!
non-explicit, Valentine’s Day
The Fundamental Things Apply
By: Raina, Rated: PG-13, Words: 6500 FLUFF/CARCK
Sherlock kisses John five times when it “doesn’t count”. The first time, he’s technically dead. Several
more are when he’s drugged. But finally he does it right. Well-written and a fun read.
First kiss, non-explicit, UST

-GGalatea
By: lone_windiga, Rated: PG, Words: 7970 AU/FLUFF
Sherlock orders a ‘flatmate doll’ and it’s a plastic John. He knows John isn’t real, but he can’t help falling
in love with him anyway. Sweet little magical realism fic.
First kiss, nonexplicit
Game On [c]
By: grannysknitting; rated K+; Words: 5K HUMOR/OTHER
After TGG, Sherlock insists that John has to move out because he’s “too easy to kidnap”. John makes a
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bet that Sherlock can try to kidnap him for one week, and if he doesn’t succeed, John can stay at 221B.
This isn’t exactly johnlock since it’s pre-slash but nevertheless it’s priceless BAMF!john and much hilarity
ensues. If you love John, gotta read this.
Friendship, non-explicit, BAMF!john
Games of Chance series [c] for collection
By: Sulla Words: 2543 EROTICA
This series consists of 3 fics – in Solitaire, Sherlock realizes he doesn’t know enough about masturbation,
so he begs John to ‘demonstrate’ for him. In Bridge, John and Sherlock engage in sex for the first time
(as ‘education’ for Sherlock) and in Crazy Eights, Sherlock ‘outs’ them. An interested take on “totally
oblivious/virginal’ Sherlock.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock
Getting the message
By: loveslashangst Words: 16,231 EROTICA/HUMOR/FLUFF
Mycroft manipulates the two boys together by using reverse psychology. John goes to Sarah’s and she
tells him he loves Sherlock. Later Sherlock barges in on Sarah looking for John and she gives him advice.
Good coming-to-terms-with-it fic. Strong characterizations. Super hot first time scene in ch 3.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Ginger with a Chance of Freckles
By: wellingtonboots Words: 14,574 HUMOR/FLUFF
The third Holmes brother, Martin aka Sherringford, comes to visit, much to John’s surprise. The likable,
hapless Holmes gets them into a load of trouble includes blurting out to John that Sherlock is in love
with them. After dire threats from Mycroft, John decides he returns the sentiment. Cute story that
basically ends at the second kiss.
First time, first kiss, non-explicit
Give me the Quiet Things
By: den_of_folly, Rated NC-17, Words: ? ANGST
John is badly hurt on a case and wakes up with amnesia. Sherlock feels guilty and is very quiet and
patient, but John is not remembering and Sherlock gets frustrated. Finally John remembers that he and
Sherlock were lovers – why didn’t Sherlock tell him? Angsty but well-written with a good ending.
Established relationship, explicit
Given in Evidence [c]
By verityburns, M, word count 77448 – EPIC
Sherlock returns 6 months after the Fall. John ‘takes’ one commanding kiss as a way to take out his
anger. He’s then ready to go back to the way things were. But Sherlock can’t forget the kiss and it
awakens his desire for John. John is a top and doesn’t think he and Sherlock could possibly be
compatible, but it turns out Sherlock wants to be submissive. One of my favorite post Reichenbach fics.
Quote: “As if all the hairs on his arms and down the back of his neck were magnetized and John had
somehow become north.” Chapter 6
First time, First kiss, explicit, BAMF!john, celibate!sherlock, post Reichenbach
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*The Good Doctor [c]
By anonymous, rated M, word count 1411 – EROTICA
Powerful little kink meme fic. John is switching up a cut on Sherlock’s face when Sherlock kisses him.
They make love at glacial speed. Very sweet and sexy little fic. The ending is perfect. Memorable
quote: "Don't move," he says. "Don't want to sew your head to your shoulder." "The physical likelihood
of you being able to do that is nil," says Sherlock. "You ought to know that, being a doctor and all."
Fandom classic
First time, First kiss, explicit
Gone From the Gentle Battleground
By professorfangirl, rated X, word count 6597– ANGST/EROTICA
This is a stunningly poetic Post-Reichenbach fic told from John’s POV. The language and symbolism in
the story is compelling and the reunion scene is so beautiful and superbly written you want to engrave it
on something. Fantastic.
First time, First kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach
Also from professorfangirl
Playground – In which John amuses Sherlock, established relationship
The Mind-Body Problem – In which Shelock’s body wants John
A Good Coat and a Short Friend --- Involving a lovely subversive quickie on the tube
The Phoenix and the Dove – Sherlock shows John why he is beautiful

Gordian
By fresne, rated M, word count 15657 – EROTICA
Sherlock is an Unpresented and John is an Alpha. When Sherlock goes into heat and turns out to be an
Omega, John beds him. But when Sherlock recovers, he wants nothing to do with it. For a while.
First time, First kiss, explicit, Omegaverse
*The Great Sex Olympics of 221B [c]
By XistentialAngst, rated X, word count 58K –EROTICA/ HUMOR/FLUFF
Summary: “John Watson thinks Sherlock Holmes should admit that he, Watson, is more of an expert on
sex than Sherlock is. But Sherlock refuses to concede the point. He comes up with an experiment plan
that will resolve the issue. The results will determine who wins the prize. But sometimes even the best
thought-out scientific study has unexpected consequences.”
XA: This is my own writing and it has gotten a very generous response. As the summary suggests, John
and Sherlock have an argument about which is the better authority on sex. Sherlock devices an
experiment to test the matter – one in which they will each have sex with two subjects – one male and
one female – and they’ll be ranked on their performances. Over the course of the competition, as they
each get to see each other sexually, they fall for each other. This is a very johnlock-centric fic despite
the other partners. They act as more of a catalyst. Lots of humor and LOTS of sex.
First time, first kiss, explicit, UST, demi!sherlock, straight!john
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-H*The Halloween Party
By XistentialAngst, Rating: M, Words: 19K -- HUMOR/EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock and John attend a Halloween party on the trail of a vampire killer -- a man who's
been seducing his victims and taking all their blood. Sexy costumes, bad puns, hideous danger, frantic
sex in hidden places and some Halloween-flavored fluff are all on hand to "treat" you. Boo.”
XA: Another of my fics. I’m a big fan of Halloween and wanted to do a Halloween Johnlock story.
There’s lot of humor in this fic as well as some fluff and a few key erotica scenes. Mycroft and Lestrade
both make an appearance. John is, by golly, very BAMF and has a couple of fight scenes.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!John
Harry Knows Best
By hbomb90, Rating: G, Words: ? -- FLUFF
Harry tries to get the boys together and she advices John to jump Sherlock at Christmas time. Sweet,
funny and holiday-esque. Sherlock buys John a Christmas tree.
First kiss, non-explicit, Christmas
He’s not paid enough to deal with this shit
By janonny Words: 9828 AU/ FLUFF
John takes a job as Mycroft’s assistant after Afghanistan and runs into Sherlock. Sherlock is determined
to steal John for himself. Lots of cute text messages and ‘inside Mycroft’s org’ in this one.
First kiss, non-explicit
The Heart in the Whole [c]
By verityburns, Rating: M, Words: 101,696 -- EPIC/EROTICA
Set after TGG. At the pool, the bomb explodes and John saves them both by tackling Sherlock into the
pool. Sherlock is blinded and John takes care of him. They start a sexual relationship (which John has
long wanted) but John won’t kiss Sherlock until Sherlock is ‘sure’ it’s going to work. This is a very long fic
with good plotting and characterizations. Although there is some angst, Sherlock actually handles his
blindnness quite well and there is quite a lot of fluff and erotica sprinkled throughout. All of the shows
characters come into play - Lestrade, Donovan, Mycroft and Mrs. Hudson. There's a quiet happy and
satisfying ending.First kiss, first time, explicit. hurt/comfort, TGG

The Heart on Your Sleeve [c]
By flawedmythyst Words: 5441 AU/ FLUFF /ANGST
Summary: “Sherlock stared at the imperfect circle on his left wrist in horror, then sat down on his bed
with a bit of a thump. After over thirty years, his heartmark was finally showing activity. This was not
good.” In this AU, when you fall in love a ‘heart mark’ develops on your wrist. Sherlock is good at hiding
his. So is John. Nice sentimental fic.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit, post Reichenbach
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The Hedgehog’s Dilemna
By moonblossom, rated X, word count 7767 – EROTICA
Five times John goes out on a date and one he stays home
First time, First kiss, explicit, UST
Hell for Leather
By roanne, rated X, word count 2446 – EROTICA
John goes to a fancy dress party as a pirate and Sherlock cannot resist the leather pants and boots. Hot
little first time fic with a definite leather kink. Can’t resist sexy John!
First time, First kiss, explicit, sexy!john
Here, Our Minutes Grow Hours
By the_arc5, rated PG-13, word count 4049 – ANGST
Well-written fic exploring the state of mind of Sherlock and John as they become a couple. Sherlock is
gay. John is straight but is in love with Sherlock so overcomes it with determination. No new ground
but very well done. Good exploration of a truly straight man trying to get past his limitations. Nonexplicit.
First time, First kiss, non-explicit, gay!Sherlock, straight!john
High Ground
By guns_and_poses; words 1698; Rated M EROTICA / FLUFF
Super fun little fic – John plots out how to take a first kiss from Sherlock by getting himself of higher
ground (the stairs). Lots of military strategy is involved. Sexy first kiss on the stairs but it ends there.
First kiss, non-explicit
The High Tide Seroes [c]
By stardust_made, words: 8540, ANGST/FLUFF
John is wooed by a posh, good-looking man that they meet at Mycroft’s club. Sherlock is insanely
jealous. Finally triggers a first kiss. Angsty and well-written. Post Great Game.
First kiss, non-explicit
Read all 3 in this series. #2 and #3 are more explicit
*His lap full [c]
By lucybun, words: 3869, EROTICA
John and Sherlock have to take the subway after a case. It’s packed and John ends up having to sit on
Sherlock lap – where he discovers his flatmate has an attraction to him that he never knew about. Nice
trope and very memorable little first time fic.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Hold it against me
By putigress2012, words: 1400, HUMOR
Sherlock tries pick up lines from the Internet on John with hilarious results.
First kiss, non-explicit
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*Holmes-Breaking
By loveslashangst, words: 4215, HUMOR
John starts to ‘correct’ Sherlock by spritzing him with a water bottle like a cat. An all out war ensues
until Sherlock decides to try kissing John to get him to leave off the spray bottle. Very funny with some
nice UST.
First kiss, first time, explicit, UST
Home [c]
By resonant, words: 3397, EROTICA
Sherlock orders John to move out. John is hurt but complies. Sherlock starts calling him again for cases
and soon admits the reason he made John leave – he can’t stop craving him. Smut ensues.
First kiss, first time, explicit, wall!sex
How It All Started
By round_robin, rated M, word count 4272 – FLUFF/EROTICA
Summary: “The story of how John and Sherlock ended up in a relationship. By accident.” 12 ‘scenes’ in
which John and Sherlock fall into a relationship and then civil partnership. Short and sweet. Memorable
scene: John gets under Sherlock while he’s experimenting to get a toolbox from under the sink and it’s
the first time Sherlock is aroused.
First time, First kiss, explicit
How Sherlock came to love the dog tags
By lucybun, words: 7743, EROTICA
John wants to exchange something and neither like rings so they exchange necklaces; john’s gift is his
dog tags. Sherlock doesn’t care for them much until they have sex on the stairs and John bites them,
leaving his teeth marks on them.
Established relationship, explicit
How To Date Your Flatmate series
By freezerjerky, words: 5529 +, HUMOR/FLUFF/MILD EROTICA
Humorous exploration of John and Sherlock’s journey from flatmates to partners. John insists on taking
it slow (advice from Cosmo) and Sherlock, being Sherlock, is impatient.
First time, first kiss, mildly explicit

-II Locked You Out, You Cut a Hole in the Wall
By jesshelga, rated M, 6303 words, FLUFF/EROTICA
A series of scenes from after TGG to after Sherlock’s return from the fall in which John and Sherlock’s
relationship develops. In the first, John tells Sherlock about a fantasy he has that he leaves the flat and
goes to a hotel and Sherlock finds him. In another scene, after hounds, Sherlock comforts John by
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offering sex. This fic is very well-written and very in character with nice emotional depth.
First time, First kiss, mildly explicit
An Idle Quest
By coloredink, rated G, 4124 words, FLUFF
Summary: “A strangely romantic gesture, coming from Sherlock: a marriage of science and symbolism.”
XA: Sherlock courts John in a very Sherlockian way. Sweet and endearing.
First kiss, non-explicit
If I Fell
By thedeadparrot, NC-17, 4000 words, EROTICA
Sherlock is a sub and he wonders about John – until John decides to step up and act like a dom. This is
more a mental piece than a full on explicit erotica fic, but interesting character study. I don’t think of
Sherlock this way, but it’s a curious read anyway. Don’t bother if you can’t tolerate dom/sub.
First time, First kiss, explicit, dom/sub
If Metal Had a Choice
By anarmydoctor, Rated M, Words 2130 ANGST
The story of a kiss that never happened – the kiss on the night John and Sherlock were handcuffed
together before the fall. Poetic and angsty but good. First time if you count imagining it.
First time, First kiss, wee bit explicit
*If-Then
By lielabell, M, 2164 words, HUMOR
Fantastic one-shot. Sherlock’s mind in computer-ese and programming logic as he decides if he should
kiss john for the first time. Extremely well done characterization of Sherlock.
First kiss, wee bit explicit
More EROTICA from lielabell:
But for the Record – John is really sick of Sherlock’s cock-blocking until Greg gives him some friendly
advice.
The Same Principles Apply -- John comes home from a date and finally figures out why Sherlock is so
stroppy. Packs a punch.
*I’m Not Actually a Pervert [c]
By dorothydonne, rated M, word count 7217 – EROTICA / AU
Sherlock is working a murder case in a porn shop and John (who does not know Sherlock) goes in to
watch a porn video in a booth. Someone in the booth next door invites John to use the ‘glory hole’ and
he does. He ends up meeting this stranger weekly. When the porn shop is closed down, John finally
meets SH face to face. Unusual and fun.
First time, First kiss, explicit, AU
*Immortal Beloved
By graywash, rated M, word count 24513 – EROTICA / ANGST /EPIC
John finds out that Sherlock is paying a prostitute, a young college boy named Andrew. John feels
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Sherlock is using Andrew and is disturbed by the relationship. He tries to befriend Andrew and ends up
sleeping with them. Great writing and very interesting dynamics.
First time, First kiss, explicit, gay!Sherlock, straight!john
In Memorandum
By strangegiibbon, rated X, word count 53,651–ANGST /EPIC
Post Reichenbach, Sherlock comes home to find John has amnesia – unable to deal with reality. He
slowly tries to bring John around. Memorable scene: Sherlock tires oil/massage/reflexology on John to
help him try to recover his memory.
In Flesh
By Freakosexual, rated M, word count 8113 –ANGST / EROTICA
Sherlock hates the body and denies he and John’s feelings. But after dreaming of John’s death, he gives
in and goes to John’s bed. Angsty (lots of rejection) but a powerful ending.
First time, First kiss, explicit, Post-Reichenbach
In My Time of Dying [c]
By twisting_vine_x, rated X, word count 10,338 ANGST /EPIC
Sherlock returns and his relationship with John immediately deepens. One chapter but very good.
Memorable Quote: “You terrify me, John. I would do anything to keep you safe, and there would be no
point to this existence without you. Nobody should ever have this much power over another human
being.”
First time, First kiss, explicit, post reichenbach
*In Practice [c]
By greywash Rated X Words: 8660 EROTICA
A virgin Sherlock gets dragged into an exploratory threesome with Irene and John that quickly turns into
all John. I really like this because Irene acts as a gateway to John and Sherlock allowing themselves
physical contact. It’s unusual and well-written (and hot).
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock, Irene
More EROTICA from graywash –
Pornography – John discovers a collection of porn under sherlock’s bed, all about flatmates having sex
In Which Dr. John H Watson Loses 2 Bets
By CaptainDog, Rated M Words: 2539 HUMOR
John makes a bet with Anderson and loses so he has to write a EROTICA johnlock fic. Sherlock helps.
Totally ridiculous and guaranteed to make you laugh!
non-explicit
In Which John is a BAMFy MoFO, OMG! [c]
By Kantayra, Rated T Words: 1835 HUMOR
Summary: “John's BAMFness and Sherlock's damsel-in-distress act are caught forever on camera. So
Scotland Yard can mock. A lot.”
XA: This is hilarious! Like roll in the aisle funny. One of my favorite “John is a BAMF pieces”. John is
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caught on tape rescuing Sherlock and Scotland Yard will never let Sherlock live it down. Raises Sherlockas-prat to an artform.
non-explicit
In Which John is Attractive and Sherlock is Angry
By kim47, Rated T Words: 2382 FLUFF
Everyone wants John, Sherlock gets fed up with it and kisses John at a crime scene. I’m a big John fan so
I has a soft spot for fics like this.
Established relationship, non-explicit, sexy!john, jealous!sherlock
Incognito Devotion
By aerorolo, Rated M Words: 46,552 EROTICA
Sherlock disguised himself as benedict cumberbach and starts an affair with an unsuspecting john post
Reichenbach. Just OK writing and characterizations but interesting premise.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Indelible
By abundantlyqueer Rated G Words: 3087 FLUFF
This fic by erotica author abundantlyqueer (two two one Bravo Baker) is not erotica. It’s a short piece in
which Sherlock and John are playing paintball with Lestrade, Donovan, Dimmock and Anderson.
Sherlock convinces Lestrade to make John the team leader and John turns into BAMF!john and kicks
some serious tail. Not terribly deep, but if you like BAMF!john (and I do) definitely will give you a little
thrill. No sex at all in this one but a bit of UST.
BAMF!john, Lestrade, military kink, non-explicit
Infallible Data
By Kaalee, rated M, word count 4049 – EROTICA
Observation is a way of life for Sherlock. Observation of John Watson, however, is an entirely different
affair. Sherlock has catalogued a host of John’s reaction. Well-written and a sexy first time scene at the
end.
First time, First kiss, explicit, scientist!Sherlock
Ink
By parachute_silks, words 1876, Rated NC-17 -- EROTICA
Sherlock likes to draw on himself. When he runs out of room he starts drawing on John. An odd,
Sherlockian sort of fic where there’s sex but it’s not exactly normal. Interesting.
First kiss, first time, explicit
The inherent fallacy of a slippery slope
By keelywolfe, rated M, word count 6637 – EROTICA
For 2 weeks both of them have been ‘giving the other space’ to get used to the snogging, until Donovan
challenges Sherlock at a crime scene. Memorable scene in the kitchen.
first time, explicit
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The Internet is Not Just for Porn
BY cyerus; Rated G; Words 1911 FLUFF, HUMOR
John is Sherlock’s internet boyfriend – from Canada. No one believes he’s real. Just a terribly fun little
fluff piece.
Established relationship, non-explicit
Intolerable Ludicrous Incredible
BY gwenweybourne; Rated M; Words 9961 EROTICA/FLUFF
Summary: “Sherlock must resolve an intolerable situation. John is driving him to distraction, the Work is
suffering, and there is only one solution to be had.”
XA: A nice 3-chapter “first time” fic where virgin Sherlock is finding his attraction to John distracting and
so he explains to John why they should have sex. A lovely first time scene ensues.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock

-JJohn Watson, Bachelor
By Rayonea, Rated M, word count 143,563 – AU, EPIC

John Watson is on The Bachelor where he has to choose between 24 woman (including the perfect
Sarah) and one man – Sherlock Holmes. Despite the unlikelihood of the set-up, this is a fun and
addicting read – easy to get caught up in rooting for Sherlock to win and the relationship that builds is
very sweet.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock, sexy!john
John’s Broken Laptop
By I Dont Know What Im Doing, Rated M, word count 1832 – EROTICA/HUMOR

John is on hold with tech support when Sherlock decides he has to have him RIGHT NOW.
Established relationship, explicit
John’s Christmas Gift
By siriusleeroy, Rated K+, word count 1065 – FLUFF

Sherlock gets John a scarf like his own for Christmas. Short and sweet.
Pre-slash, non-explicit, christmas
John’s Midnight Garden
By anonymous, Rated K+, word count ? – FLUFF

Kink meme prompt. John visits a garden in his sleep and after TGG, he starts to see a young Sherlock
there. He and Sherlock finally figure out that Sherlock saw him too. Just a sweet bit of magic realism
Pre-slash, non-explicit
John - the BAMF! Omega
By anonymouse, Rated X, kink meme fill – EROTICA

John is an omega and goes into heat. Alpha Sherlock wants some of that immediately, but John is a bad
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ass and makes him act submissive before giving in. Fun, sexy and pure EROTICA.
First kiss, first time, explicit, Omegaverse
Just a Bit
By peevee, Rated X, word count 1390 – EROTICA

Seriously EROTICAy EROTICA with no plot whatsoever. Kink meme prompt fill. John and Sherlock
easing into just a bit of anal sex. I like the sort of we-have-no-idea-what-we’re-doing reluctance of it all.
explicit
*Just a Kiss
By emmagrant01, Rated X, word count 19,695 – EROTICA/HUMOR/FLUFF

Five time John and Sherlock kiss for a case and one time they kiss for real. In the first scene John
pretends mouth to mouth in a park, and in the last ‘fake’ one John pretends to make Sherlock go down
on him while undercover. Wonderfully done – by the author of A Cure for Boredom.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Just Getting Warmed Up
By StarryEyed41, Rated M, word count 4921 – EROTICA
John falls in the Thames and is half frozen. Sherlock decides to warm him up. Fun short little first time
fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit

-KKeeping Limber
By thegirlinthedeathfrisbee, Rated M, word count 3K – EROTICA
Sherlock needs John’s help to recreate a brawl that ended in a death. They fight hard in the sitting room
of 221B, getting carried away, and then somehow they’re snogging. Fun little trope fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Kiss the Tin Man
By hyacinth_SKY747, Rated M, word count 3471 – EROTICA
Sherlock thinks he doesn’t have a heart. John proves him wrong. Fairly short first time fic, sweetly
worded.
First time, first kiss, explicit
*The Khyber Knife
By aroadmes+stromg, Rated X, word count 2069– EROTICA
Strange and fascinating one-shot. John has an Afghani knife that has always fascinated him. Sherlock
finds him with it and begins some light knife play on John’s body. It escalates into more.
First time, first kiss, explicit
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-LLab book [c]
By sam_storyteller, Rated R, word count ? – HUMOR / EROTICA / FLUFF
Sherlock deduces John may be bisexual and tells him so on Christmas eve. John finds out he’s right.
Extremely well-written dialogue, very clever. Memorable quote: "All that dilation stuff is rubbish
anyway," John said. "Do you know the last time I had sex? I probably get wide-eyed looking at welldesigned cutlery."
First time, first kiss, explicit, Christmas, podfic
Lacuna [c]
By coloredink, Rated X, word count 15K – ANGST/ EROTICA
This is an excellent, well-written fic. John gets amnesia after a violent injury. Back at Baker Street, he
reaches the conclusion that he and Shelock were lovers. Sherlock doesn't deny it. Excellent study in
longing and second chances. This fic really grabbed me. I finished it and had to re-read it again
immediately to catch all the subtleties.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Late night with Sherlock (series) [c]
By Besina Rated X Words: (3 one-offs) EROTICA
A series of short fics where Sherlock and John indulge in sex with their unconscious flatmate. In Late
Night with Sherlock, Sherlock has it bad for his straight flatmate and can’t resist a wank over John while
he’s asleep. In “Blotto and Boredom are Bad”, Sherlock can’t resist a dead-drunk John and in
“Detectives Make the Worst Patients” John finds himself servicing a very sick and out of his head
Sherlock. Although not terribly realistics, these are fun little tropes that pack a punch.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Lead me to the Truth
By Lavellington, Rated G, word count 8946 – FLUFF

An exquisitely written and poetic exploration of John’s feelings for Sherlock leading up to their first kiss.
Backstory with John and Harry and the similarities between Harry and Sherlock (addict, freak). Superbly
done and so in character. Memorable quote: “Why did you kiss me?” “Because I wanted to.” John
didn’t even have to think before he said it. Sherlock looked at him dubiously. “You’re attracted to me.”
“Every moment of every day.” He added, for good measure, “Even when I want to punch you.”
First kiss, non-explicit
Leave the Sounds and the Sirens [c]
By out_there; Words: 24,525, ANGST/EROTICA
Summary: “After John's released and back home at Baker St, Sherlock still feels it. Down the centre of
his chest there's an ache like a healing wound. A physical awareness of a body he usually ignores as
much as he can. It's psychosomatic, nothing more interesting than that.” After the pool, Sherlock has
nightmares about John dying and he struggles with psychosomatic chest pain, his lack of control. He
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doesn’t work or go out for a long while and takes Mycroft’s money for rent. John and Sherlock housesit
for Mycroft and read books. Rather long and angsty without a lot of payoff at the end, but well written.
First kiss, non-explicit, TGG
Let me kiss you so sweet
By out_there; Words: 8702, HUMOR/FLUFF
The first time Sherlock kisses him, John keeps his eyes open, and so does Sherlock, and mostly, he
wonders what Sherlock could possibly be up to. There'll be some logic to this. Some ridiculous experiment
about body warmth or respiratory rates or testing a new way of picking pockets. Sherlock does the
unimaginable for bizarre reasons, but behind it, there's always logic and curiosity. Sometimes, it just
takes him a while to explain it to John. Classic. Sherlock kisses John in a variety of situations. It takes
John a while (on the stoop, after dinner) to realize he’s serious. Then Sherlock admits he wants to have
sex because he’s afraid John will meet a woman and leave. Memorable line: Then John thinks: Bollocks
to this. He's not just going to lie here while Sherlock does whatever he's trying to do. If he's going to be
kissed for unknown motives -- without being told why, regardless of how patiently he's waited for that
explanation -- he might as well enjoy it. If he's going to do it, he'll do it right.
First kiss, non-explicit
*Let’s make a bed out in the rain
By theimprobable1; Words: 17664, ANGST/FLUFF/EROTICA
John breaks up with Mary and is devastated. Lots of angst as Sherlock reveals his feelings and John
doesn’t reciprocate. But finally they work it out in the end. A fandom classic – great characterizations
and writing. Strong first time scene.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Liasons
By CharlieFoxTrot, Rated M, word count 7208 – EROTICA

John and Sherlock start having ‘victory sex’ after cases and it develops into something deeper. Simple
little fic but hot.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Lick the Sweat off your Intellect
By My Swordfish Mind, Rated X, word count 4600 –HUMOR/EROTICA

This is pretty much a PWP (porn without plot) but it has some very funny writing in it. John is tired of
Sherlock walking around the flat in a skimpy towel for days on end. Finally Sherlock gets tired of waiting
for John to crack and he seduces him. Memorable line: John tried to count backwards from 100, got to
cock, and realized that wasn’t a number. There’s nothing frightfully new here in the porn but the sense
of humor makes it worth reading.
First time, first kiss, explicit
To Light Another’s Path
By BeautifulFiction, Rated X, word count 128,749 –EPIC / ANGST

Summary: Teaching John to observe seems to be a losing battle, but when Sherlock falls ill and submits
himself to John's care, will he realise that there is more to life than the science of deduction? First time,
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long slow build in the relationship. [First time scene is in ch 15]
First time, first kiss, explicit, TGG
Light in the Darkness
By emmagrant01, Rated M, Words 3152 EROTICA/ANGST
By the author of Cure for Boredom – After Sherlock dies, John finds himself having dreams of being
visited by Sherlock. The dreams turn sexual. Very sweet and hot scene.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Lights Out [c]
By Besina Rated X Words: 2465 EROTICA
This was a fun and original little trope. 221B has a power outage and John’s trying to sleep when he
hears muffled groans from downstairs. It’s Sherlock masturbating. John decides to have some fun and
starts doing it, too, letting his groans carry downstairs. Soon, they’re trying to one-up each other on
noise. The next time the power outage occurs it goes ever further.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Like A House Afire
By hyacinth_SKY747, Rated M, word count 3471 – AU

John is a firefighter and Sherlock keeps turning up at blazes. Hot romance. Story incomplete as of
8/3/12 (and ends half-finished). Too bad because it’s a nice trope.
First kiss, non-explicit
*A Little Competition [c]
By entangled_now, Rated M, word count 18K – HUMOR/FLUFF
John, Sherlock and Mycroft are stuck in 221B during a thunderstorm and a power outage. It’s
Halloween. They tell ghost stories – one from each of them. Fantastic, funny dialogue and spot-on
characterizations. Ends in a first time.
First kiss, first time, explicit
*The Long Game
By startddust_made, Rated NC-17, word count 4000 – EROTICA

Bored one night, Sherlock challenges John to a poker game for the first time. It turns out John is very,
very good at poker (major BAMF!john). But then, Sherlock is very good too. After a long play session
with tons of UST, very hot sex ensues. Loved it!
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john, BAMF!sherlock
More erotica from stardust_made:
The Curious Case of the Talking Tattoo – John has a snake tattoo. It talks to Sherlock. First time,
explicit
The Long Lonely Road
By Redderhaed, Rated K, word count 4511 – FLUFF

A night stuck in a stalled car and a short engagement. Set around the time of Hounds. Cute and fluffy.
First kiss, non-explicit
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**The Love Song of Two Idiots [c]
By SkipandDi, Rated T, word count 7868 – HUMOR/FLUFF

Sherlock proposes 8 times and 1 time John proposes. Absolutely adorable fic with great writing and
characterizations – very funny. Sherlock keep proposes to John but John thinks he’s just having him on.
John’s proposal is hilarious and so in character for them both.
Established relationship, non-explicit
Part of the Infiltrate series. (the others are good but not humorous)
Love Will not Break Your Heart
By emryses, Rated M, word count 6057 – ANGST.

John comes to realize he’s in love with Sherlock – a man who can never return his affection. He kisses
Sherlock and Sherlock tells him he can’t feel that way. John moves out. Part I from John’s POV. Part II
from Sherlock’s as he reconsiders his reaction (and we get a happy ending). I felt John was a little out of
character here – too whingy, but otherwise it was good.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit

-MMake it better
By Vivi Marius, Rated K, word count 1983 – FLUFF
Summary: “Who cares about injuries when you have a flatmate to kiss the pain away?” John and
Sherlock home after a fight – doctoring leads to kissing. Short and sweet.
First kiss, non-explicit
Marked
By sc010f, Rated X, word count 700 – EROTICA
A quick little sex-in-the-alley fic that packs a punch.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john, alley sex
Making the Connection
By JessamyGriffith, Rated M, word count 96201 – AU
Sherlock calls a sex phone line – John is the operator. He keeps calling back and he and John form a
bond. Finally they meet in person. I really enjoyed the first part of this, but after many chapters it gets a
bit too angsy and drags on. It’s also unfinished at chapter 40. The first half, though, is definitely worth
reading.
First kiss, first time (on a phone call), explicit
Man And Beast [c]
By Jupiter_ash, Rated M, word count 20K – AU / EROTICA
Sherlock is a werewolf who’s been captured by scientists. They give him John as the full moon comes
on, expecting him to kill and eat the army doctor. Instead, Sherlock mates with him. This is a cracky-
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sounding concept, but the story is well-written and goes into surprising depth.
First time, explicit, werewolf
A Man of Letters
By krabapple, Rated X, word count 4855 – ANGST/EROTICA
After The Fall, John takes to obsessively reading Sherlock’s books and his notes in the margins. Sherlock
returns and they immediately begin a physical relationship. Nothing especially new, but a nice clean
take on John’s grief process (with a happy ending).
First time, first kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach
The Man Who Knows
By SailorChibi, Rated M, word count 3802 – EROTICA
Sherlock is on a murder case involving a sub and doesn’t get why anyone would do that. John tries to
explain. He’s always wanted to submit but has never anyone who asked him to – until Sherlock figures
out what John wants, and it works perfectly for him, too. Short. Explicit. Sexy. Mild dom/sub.
First time, first kiss, explicit, dom/sub
Many Wounds
By cathedral_carver, Rated T, word count 4709 – EROTICA/ANGST
Sherlock is fascinated with John’s very cut and bruise. This escalates from ‘tasting’ a paper cut to taking
photos of the wounds to porn. Memorable scene – John and Sherlock is a cab after John’s bumped his
head and Sherlock feels the bump with his fingers over and over. A strange and dark first kiss fic (but
yummy).
First kiss (sort of), non-explicit
A Matter of Degrees Series
By sophiahelix, Rated M, word count 32K – EROTICA/SERIOUS
This beguiling series begins with John bringing home dates and Sherlock wanking off in the next room.
Sherlock is unused to having any sexual feelings at all and John gets off a bit at knowing he’s turning
Sherlock on. Over the course of the series, the two slowly nudge towards a full sexual relationship. Very
well-written and nicely in character.
First kiss , first time, explicit, virgin!sherlock, straight!john
Maybe in the meantime wait and see
By MildriandBobbin, Rated M, word count 28K – ANGST/FLUFF/EROTICA
Summary: “First Sherlock and now Mary, in the space of three years John has lost the two most
important people in his life. So excuse him for laughing hysterically when Sherlock walks in the door.”
John meets Mary while Sherlock is gone. She dies in a car accident whilst pregnant. Sherlock returns to
help John. John is grieving, but he slowly heals with Sherlock. Angsty but characters are well done.
First time in chapter 2. Memorable quote: “John wasn't fooled for a minute. "Sherlock," John groaned,
turning over so he could look at him properly. "You can't – I mean, you decide that out of the whole
world, I'm the one you want to give yourself to, and you don't bloody tell me?" Didn't bloody tell him that
this was a fucking momentous occasion and maybe he should put his bloody self-indulgent moping aside
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for one fucking minute and maybe, I don't know, give his sexual partner a cuddle afterwards? Fuck.”
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!Sherlock, post Reichenbach
Maximum Cooperation
By Bitenomnom, Rated X, word count 2901 – EROTICA

John and Sherlock have both started retiring to their separate rooms early. John knows what *he’s*
doing in there and wonders if Sherlock is doing the same, so he bugs Sherlock’s room. Fairly cracky little
erotica fic.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit
**Measured in Feet [c]
By Dimwit Cynic, Rated M, word count 71K –HUMOR / EROTICA / FLUFF
This entire work is good and has 56 chapters, ranging from drabbles to longer works.
This is a review of #55: Personal Space and other Useless Concepts
Sherlock has no sense of personal space. John gets so used to it, the two of them often see each other
in the shower, in bed, etc. It’s entirely platonic. Greg calls them on it one night when he comes over to
watch a movie. “It’s a fucking homo explosion in here!” They deny it means anything. Hilarious
unintentional first kiss. Very, very funny and sweet.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!Sherlock, straight!john
Mental
By Boeshane42, Rated M, word count 18128 – AU

Sherlock is in a mental institution and Mycroft hires John to be his doctor. John feels a connection to
Sherlock and starts fantasizing about it. Not a profound fic, but an interesting AU.
First kiss, non-explicit
Mezzanine
By theboywhoscored, Rated M, word count 1674 – EROTICA

After the Hounds fright, Virgin Sherlock sleeps in John’s bed. Pure unredeemed EROTICA. And not so
much in character (Sherlock is TOO innocent) but anywho, fun.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock
Mightier than the Sword [c]
By emmagrant01, Rated X, word count 5095 – EROTICA

Sherlock’s sword swallowing skill fascinates John. He finally gets Sherlock to give him a demonstration.
By the author of “A Cure for Boredom”.
First time, first kiss, explicit
The Miracle on Baker Street
By Teumessian, Rated X, word count 16K – EROTICA/ANGST

Summary: “Despite the fact that John is broken, the world continues to turn after the Fall of Sherlock
Holmes, but months after that day John begins to see a familiar shape in the corners of his eyes.”
XA: After the fall, John starts thinking he sees Sherlock and then Sherlock returns. He first hits Sherlock
and then, as Sherlock’s explaining, realizes Sherlock loves him and kisses him. There’s a very warmLEGEND:
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hearted ending to this reunion fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach
A More Important Case
By LapOtter, Rated M, word count 7971 – EROTICA

John is getting sick with a cold and Sherlock ignores an important case to take care of him. This leads to
John realizes how Sherlock feels and then, EROTICA.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock
**Mummy, No Thank You [c]
By Unloyal_Olio, Rated X, word count 19,918 – AU/EROTICA

Mummy Holmes procures omega John for alpha Sherlock. Sherlock tries to resist, but can’t help himself.
Very hot sex scenes. One of my favorite Omegaverse fics. Memorable scene: Sherlock is on a case
featuring a gland stolen from omegas and insists on John showing him his in the car. Later – John goes
into heat and they have to breed through jail bars.
First time, first kiss, explicit, omega!john, alpha!sherlock, omegaverse
Also from Unloyal_Olio – Off on the Wrong Foot and Sell Out (both on this rec list)
My Phone’s on Vibrate for You
By misslucyjane, Rated X, word count 21K – SERIOUS/EROTICA

Sherlock propositions John via text messages. They begin a relationship that is supposed to be only
casual sex but develops into much more. Good writing and approach to Sherlock’s reluctance to admit
any emotional connection.
First time, first kiss, explicit

-NNeed not be precisely named
By Ani, rated M, word count 4289, FLUFF
Entirely from John’s POV starting after Irene and up to Hounds. Irene is the catalyst that makes John
realize he’s in love with Sherlock. He’s not sure Sherlock is capable of reciprocating. Sweet and in
character personality study. Nothing terribly new, but very well-written.
First Time, First Kiss, Non-explicit
Needing in One Thing (Getting is Another)
By ladyflowdi, rated M, word count ? CASE/ANGST/EROTICA
After TGG, Moriarty continues to play the game, threatening John. Mycroft puts John and Sherlock in a
safe place, but Sherlock knows they’re not really safe and goes after Moriarty. He fails and John and
Mycroft have to rescue him. During this, John and Sherlock’s relationship goes from platonic to not.
Extremely well written and great UST, by the authors of the Infiltrate series.
First Time, First Kiss, mildly explicit, TGG, UST
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A Need to Focus

By hato, rated M, word count 3422 – EROTICA
Summary: “Because John is a BAMF. Even on his knees.” This is part of the Untitled Series, which are all
worth a read. The set up for this one – John and Sherlock are after a killer in a gay club and John goes
down on Sherlock and ends up aiming a gun at a killer at the same time – totally EROTICA scenario but
fun if you like BAMF!john.
Established relationship, Explicit, BAMF!john
Here’s the First Time fic in that series: Little Bit (post Great Game pool incident)
No Heart For Me Like Yours Series
By SherlocksScarf, rated M, 7 part series – SERIOUS
This series has a nice take on John and Sherlock coming to grips with their feelings for one another,
starting a relationship and where it goes. In this verse John is straight and Sherlock only had one lover
before, an abusive Sebastian Wilkes. Memorable scene: John beats Seb bloody in a restaurant loo.
Story #3, Song Of Solomon is a particular nice first time fic.
First Time, First Kiss, explicit
Northwest Passage
By Kryptaria, rated X, word count 95K – AU
Summary: “Seven years ago, Captain John Watson of the Canadian Forces Medical Service withdrew
from society, seeking a simple, isolated life in the distant northern wilderness of Canada. Though he
survives from one day to the next, he doesn't truly live until someone from his dark past calls in a favor
and turns his world upside-down with the introduction of Sherlock Holmes.”
XA: This is a very long fic with some nice character work, a pretty steadily interesting plotline and a lot
of charged UST and erotica. I’m not a big fan of a John this “damaged” but it’s still a fun and rewarding
story to read and a big favorite of many fans.
First Time, First Kiss, explicit, BAMF!john
Nostalgia
By random_nexus, rated NC-17, word count 9129 – EROTICA
Sherlock uncovers a box of photos of john – including some sexy ones from the military days. It makes
him realize that he wants john and always has. Shameless smut ensues.
First Time, First Kiss, explicit, BAMF!john
Not Normal

By Laurtew, rated PG-13, word count 3409 – FLUFF
Sherlock and John go to a Halloween party to catch a killer. Sherlock dresses up as “Madame Curie” and
John as a gladiator. A kiss on the dance floor (for cover) makes them reevaluate their relationship.
Short and sweet.
First Kiss, non-explicit, disguise
Not Waving but Drowning

By caoine, rated NC=17, word count 6322 – EROTICA
Post TGG. It takes John awhile to catch on to the undercurrents between he and Sherlock. He’s still
dating Sarah. Sherlock leaves an elephant statue around the house as a clue. Funny and interesting
little fic.
First Time, First Kiss, explicit
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-OObsession, Apassionato
By shinychimera, Yeomanrand, rated X, word count 4249 – EROTICA
Sherlock is jealous when he thinks John is out with Lestrade. He plays violin furiously. When john
comes home, Sherlock claims him.
First time, first kiss, explicit, Possessive!sherlock
Obvious Fact [c]
By MuseDePandora, rated T, word count 14K -- FLUFF/HUMOR
Summary: “John knows he has an unusual relationship with his flatmate. He knows their friendship is
complicated. And yes, he knows everyone assumes he's in a relationship with Sherlock Holmes. But he's
not. Obviously. It's not like that. John would know. Right?” This fic has a series of scenes from John and
Sherlock’s domestic life. In chapter 8 John is angry that everyone assumes they’re a couple. They argue
about it and Sherlock admits he’s gay and makes John confront his mixed signals. Very realistic and in
character.
First kiss, non-explicit, straight!john, gay!sherlock
Of Rivers in Egypt and Sex in Stairwells
By Dimwit Cynic, rated T, word count ? -- EROTICA/HUMOR
Sherlock and John’s relationship progresses from chaste cheek kisses to a full blown romance without
them ever talking about it and with John in denial most of the way. Funny and sweet.
First time, First kiss, mildly explicit
Of the Necessity of Endings
By alkja, prompt kink meme-- SERIOUS/OTHER
This is a rather dark and serious possessive Sherlock fic – Sherlock and John are in a relationship and
Sherlock obsesses over how to keep him, making lists and ‘marking his territory’. John puts up with it.
Nice little tidbits from Mycroft and Lestrade. Dark and sweet.
non-explicit, possessive!sherlock
**Off on the Wrong Foot [c]
By Unloyal_Olio, Rated X, word count 31K– AU/EROTICA/HUMOR
Brilliant! John works at St Bart’s Morgue and Sherlock is trying to steal body parts. Very BAMF!john.
John and Sherlock physically fight a lot in this fic, which turns into rough sex. Fantastic writing/banter,
fun and sexy. There’s a well-written case, too, as a sniper is killing men (and a woman) John was on a
team with in Afghanistan.
First time, first kiss, explicit, BAMF!john, BAMF!sherlock

Oh, But You’re an Explosion
By mardia, Rated NC-17, word count 3K – EROTICA
John is friends with Sally and he discusses with her the way Sherlock’s been staring at him lately. One
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night, Sherlock pounces and very rough sex is had. John unexpectedly loves it. Short and hot first time
fic – the Sally/John dialogue is quite nice.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Olisbos [c]
By quamquam20, Rated X, word count ? (one shot) – EROTICA/HUMOR
Written for a kink meme contest. Sherlock has a removable dick which he keeps in his bedside table.
John finds it one day while Sherlock is out and plays with it. Sherlock feels everything. Ridiculous and
yet hot.
explicit

The Omega Sutra
By Ghislainem70, Rated M, word count ? – EROTICA
Alpha John wants a female omega, but moves in with Sherlock, a male omega. Sherlock has some secret
life going in and John wants to know what it is.
Omegaverse, explicit, BAMF!john, Alpha!john, Omega!sherlock
More Omegaverse EROTICA:
Like Glue – John has no idea he’s an Omega until living around Sherlock puts him in heat
Drouk – Very dark. Moriarty kidnaps John and Sherlock and forces them into heat. Ch 6&7 for Johnlock.
Gordian -- Sherlock is an omega fighting his destiny. John is an alpha.
On Hiatus
By anarmydoctor, Rated M, word count 2653 – EROTICA
John and Sherlock are bored between cases and stuck in the flat. Things… happen. Cute and funny first
time fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit, demisexual!sherlock, straight!john
on lacuna and conjugation
By Ani, Rated M, word count 1597 – FLUFF/HUMOR
The development of John and Sherlock’s relationship as seen exclusively via text messages. Cute and
sweet.
first kiss (mentioned), non-explicit
One Night in Paris
By IronicNarwhal, Rated M, word count 6429 – AU
John and Sherlock meet in Paris while John is at war and have one night together. Sherlock is French.
They meet again in London a year later.
First time, first kiss, explicit
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Once More with Feeling
By redcarrigan, Rated T, word count 21K -- FLUFF
Summary: “To put off his meddlesome, matchmaking mother, John convinces Sherlock to play the role of
his significant other. Unparalleled awkwardness ensues.”
XA: Fun first time fic. John takes Sherlock home as his ‘partner’ to get his matchmaking mother off his
back. Over the course of the weekend the playacting becomes real. Very nicely done.
First kiss, non-explicit, gay!case
Sequel: Proper (First) Date
A One Bed Problem series [c]
By sulla, Rated X, word count 5722 – EROTICA

This is a 2-fic series. Sherlock and John are forced to share a bed whilst traveling – unconscious humping
ensues (by Sherlock) as well as surprise and arousal (by John). Sherlock is not particularly surprised and
wants to take their friendship to a new level. A fun first time trope.
First kiss, first time, explicit
The One Where Sherlock Comes in his Pants
By ellie_hell, Rated M, word count 5164 – EROTICA
Summary: The five times Sherlock came in his pants and the one time he came in someone else's. John
discovers that Sherlock comes quickly, has a short refractory period, then sustains a longer second
erection. They both develop a kink for making Sherlock come in his pants in public places. Sexy erotica.
First kiss, first time, Explicit
More EROTICA from ellie_hell:
Something Borrowed – Sherlock has a crush on John. He takes it out on John’s therapy pillow.
Open Door [c]
By nightmare_kisser, Rated M, word count 10K -- EROTICA
Sherlock accidently sees John masturbating in his room through an open door. Sherlock can’t forget it
and it awakens sexual desires lonb buried.
First kiss, first time, Explicit
More EROTICA from nightmare_kisser:
Opening Pandora’s Box—Stuck in a small space during a case, smut happens. First time fic.
Operation Inked [c]
By Quinn Anderson, Rated X, word count 5854 -- HUMOR/FLUFF
Summary: “John has a tattoo and Sherlock has to find out what it is.” Very funny. Sherlock learns that
John has a tattoo but John won’t show it to him. Sherlock tries everything he can think of to sneak a
look and then finally thinks – sex!
First kiss, first time, Non-explicit
*The Orchard [c]
By DancingGrimm, Rated M, word count 10,022, AU / EROTICA

John works at a brothel. Sherlock goes to investigate and ends up getting seduced by John (against his
will). After they solve the case, John and Sherlock end up together. Great scene where John seduces
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Sherlock as Sherlock is just completely overwhelmed and befuddled. I love an ‘in control’ John and this
fic delivers! Sherlock is just a bewildered mess.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Out of Milk [c]
By Remki, Rated G, word count 5375 –AU / FLUFF

AU where John is living with a girlfriend and has never met Sherlock, but he meets a tall, dark stranger in
the grocery store and is bewilderingly fascinated by him. He keeps going back hoping to see him.
Non-explicit
Overflow
By anarmydoctor, Rated M, word count 2653 – EROTICA

Pure EROTICA. Sherlock’s POV as he and John make love. There’s no plot here, but the words and POV
are quite poetic and in character (Sherlock = computer). And, oh, yeah, there’s very explicit sex.
Established relationship, explicit

-PThe Paradox Series
By wordstrings, Rated NC-17, word count ? – SERIOUS/EPIC
This is a classic series. Excellent writing and characterization
An Act of Charity – first time – Sherlock tries to get John to leave because he’s afraid of what he will do
to him.
The Paradox Suite – John is kidnapped and Sherlock breaks down.
Entirely Covered in your Invisible Name – Sherlock has ‘fine’ and ‘not fine’ lists of what he wants to do
to John.
The Death and Resurrection of the English Language – Sherlock trying to communicate with John.
First time, First Kiss, explicit, possessiveness

Pardon My French
By archea2, Rated PG-13, word count ? – HUMOR/FLUFF
When Sherlock gets drunk he talks to John – in French. John needs to know what he’s saying. He
tackles the mission with a soldier’s fortitude and strategy, recording Sherlock while he’s drunk and
getting Lestrade to translate. Once he knows Sherlock is enamored with him, he needs to get the
detective to admit it. Fun, original and well-written fic!
First time, First kiss, non-explicit

Pass Me That Lovely Gun [c]
By Moranion, Rated M, word count 2081 – ANGST/EROTICA
A dark and powerful little fic! After the events of TGG, John and Sherlock arrive back at the flat. John
takes a bath and Sherlock comes in distraught. The have very rough sex, Sherlock promising that they’ll
track down Moriarty and kill him. Very dark and sexy.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!sherlock, BAMF!john, TGG
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Paved With Love
By KeelieThompson, Rated T, word count 52,563 – FLUFF
Sherlock returns from the Fall five years later and woos John Watson, who now has a 5-year-old
daughter. Told from the daughter’s POV. Sweet and well-written, fluff.
First kiss (implied), non-explicit

Pentanedione, Damascenone, Furanone, Vanillin
By peevee, Rated M, word count 2242 – AU
Summary: “Sherlock takes his work very seriously, whatever the job. Every morning he catalogues. He
wants to distill the very scent of John’s skin, his hair, his sweat”.
XA: This is an AU set in a coffee shop where Sherlock creates perfect blends of coffee and John is a
barista. There’s a “Perfume” element to this story in which Sherlock obsesses on tastes and smells – of
coffees and that of John. Nice sexy fic.
First kiss, first time, explicit
A Perfect Specimen [c]
By Cleo2010, Rated X, word count 16K – EROTICA/HUMOR
At a crime scene, John and Sherlock have to strip to be hosed down after being exposed to ricin.
Everyone notes John’s “exceptional assets”. Sherlock becomes obsessed with seeing it again and tries
all kinds of subterfuge to get a look. Very funny (and, of course, ends in smut).
First time, First kiss, explicit

And the Sequel:
The Perfect Specimen: Part II
Perils of Urban Warfare, The
By phantomjam, PG-13, word count 7,300 – OTHER (FLUFF/SERIOUS/EROTICA MIX)
After John moves in with Sherlock, it takes him awhile to realize his feelings are more than platonic.
John is still going to his therapist, and she thinks Sherlock is bad for him. John slowly realizes he’s in
totally infatuated. The way John talks Sherlock into giving sex a try is brilliant and totally Sherlock/John.
Great writing and characterization and plausible scenario.
First time, first kiss, non-explicit, celibate!sherlock, straight!john
Persuation and Perspicacity
By expoduck, rating NC-17, word count 7,300 – HUMOR/EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock sets his sights on sure-he's-straight John. But will their epic unresolved sexual
tension ever get epically resolved? ......HECK YES IT DOES.” In which Sherlock seduces a straight John.
Very funny dialogue and hot scenes. Memorable Quote: "Straight as an arrow," John murmurs, deftly
stepping out of Sherlock's way. "Straight as a... as a very straight thing."
First time, first kiss, explicit, straight!john, UST
Phantom Vibrations
By camerasparring, rating T, word count 2307 – ANGST
John is always waiting for the end of Sherlock’s silences. After the Fall is the longest one.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit, some Post Reichenbach
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Physical
By Boeshane42, rating X, word count 4753 – EROTICA
Summary: "All this time, all his efforts, and he’d had it all backwards; Sherlock is capable of sexual
arousal (even with company), but it’s the clinical touch that stimulates him rather than the sexual one."
XA: This is a memorial little medical kink fic. Sherlock is only aroused by a clinical touch so John gives
him a physical on the kitchen table.
First kiss, first time, explicit, medical!kink
Physical
By lifeonmars, rating M, word count 2990 – FLUFF
Summary: "Sherlock needs a routine physical, and there's only one doctor for the job."
XA: Mycroft talks John into giving Sherlock a physical. Can they go through with it without revealing
their feelings? This fic doesn’t get very explicit but I like medical!kink fics and there aren’t many good
ones.
First kiss, non-explicit, medical!kink
More Medical Kink Fics:
Hysteria – Berlynn_wohl – Dr. John gives Sherlock a ‘pelvic’ and prostate massage in the clinic

The Plan
By Blind Author, Rated T, Words: 3,517 -- HUMOR/FLUFF
John has a plan called “Get Some Sex”. He asks Sherlock to help him with his ‘gaydar’, at which time
Sherlock finds out John is bi-sexual. Sherlock tells John all the men he picks out are ‘not gay’ while trying
to give John a not-so-subtle message of his own. Very funny.
First kiss, non-explicit
Planet Sherlock [c]
By pir8fancier, Rated M, Words: 6526 -- EROTICA/HUMOR
Sherlock keeps sabotaging john’s dates. He himself thinks sex is ‘boring’. John assures him that sex, to
John, is like finding 2 severed fingers in a locked room, from victims. John and Sherlock try it and
Sherlock decides it’s worth a lot more fingers than that. Very clever and in character approach to
Sherlock’s sexuality. Fantastic – very well written. A johnlock EROTICA classic!
First time, first kiss, explicit, celibate!sherlock, straight!john
Please Forgive Me [c]
By Rehfan, Rated X, Words: 5171 EROTICA
Summary: “Later, when things were calmer, Sherlock would reflect on this first proper orgasm and
describe it thus: A white-hot explosion where there were no rational thoughts and every moment of his
prior existence washed away as if it had never mattered. The arc of a relationship. Two people who are
meant to be with one another will always find one another.”
After chasing a killer into a cold fountain, the boys warm up in front of the fire and smut happens.
First time, first kiss, explicit, Virgin!sherlock
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The Pleasuredome Hotel
By raiining, Rated M, word count 16,181 – AU/EROTICA

Sherlock solves a murder case at a sex hotel for dom/subs. Sherlock is a dom who has never liked a sub
for more than one night. That changes when he meets sub John Watson at the hotel and finds himself
fascinated. There’s an interesting twist at the end but I won’t give it away here. This is a bit dark but
there is still an immediate fascination between the two that’s compelling to read.
First kiss, first time, explicit, dom/sub
*The Poem
By Mariposa en Arrullo, Rated M, word count 36K – AU

John and Sherlock meet in high school and are assigned to work on a poem about each other for school.
They end up falling for each other. Most of the other series characters show up at schoolmates and
there’s an interesting focus on their home lives.
First time, first kiss, explicit, teenlock
The Point of no Return
By Stardust Made, PG, word count 2000 – HUMOR/EROTICA
Must be read in combo with much longer sequel (see below). John finds a very drunk Sherlock home
from a case and is startled by his depth of attraction to his flatmate. In the sequel, John must deal with
it.
First time, first kiss, explicit, celibate!sherlock, straight!john
LONGER SEQUEL – where the action is:
Sometimes Lost is Where you need to Be – John comes to terms with his attraction.
To Poisons and their Antidotes [c]
By thegirlinthedeathfrisbee, rated M, word count 71K – EPIC / AU
Sherlock and John meet in Uni when Sherlock accidently hits John with his car. They’re immediate
attracted to one another . They start hanging out and fall in love. John goes into the army and Sherlock
does drugs to push him away. Ten years later Mike Stamford introduces them again at St. Bart’s. A
classic johnlock fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit
The Politician in the Manor
By Miya_Morana, rated X, word count 5111 – CASE / EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock and John go undercover to solve a theft at Sweet Pines Manor, a private resort that
caters only to same-sex couples who value their privacy high enough to pay their extortionate fees.”
This trope has been done a number of times, but this is a good fic.
First time, first kiss, mildly explicit, gay!case
Pornography
By greywash, rated X, word count 3324 – EROTICA
After Sherlock returns from the Fall, John is cleaning his room and discovers Sherlock’s stash of porn
videos. They all share a theme – sex with a ‘flatmate’. John calls Sherlock on it and smut ensues.
first time, first kiss, explicit
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Possession
By light, rated M, word count 2942 – EROTICA/AU
John is an omega and Sherlock is an alpha. Sherlock has shown no interest in John, or any other omega,
and John tries to take care of himself quietly while in heat. One day Sherlock comes home and finds him
with another alpha and gets insanely possessive. This is a short and relatively minor fic, but I like Omega
stories and this one is a pleasant enough little diversion.
First time, First kiss, explicit, Omegaverse
A Preference for Texting
By LostGirl, Rated T, word count 7047 – FLUFF
Johnlock goes from friendship to lovers all told through text messages. Lovely. A fandom classic.
First kiss (off screen), non-explicit
Prelude
By entangled_now, Rated M, word count 1842 – FLUFF/EROTICA
Hmmm. Not sure I can call it EROTICA when nothing actually happens, but if UST alone can be EROTICA,
this little fic is the crackiest! Sherlock calls John into the bathroom to hand him his phone and wash his
back. I love how Sherlock goes from smug to rattled.
non-explicit, UST
And another UST-y piece from entangled_now:
Progress and Change – In which John may have accidentally agreed to a relationship during a
conversation with Sherlock in a restaurant
A Previous Engagement
By wreathsandbells, Rated PG-13, word count 4800 – HUMOR/FLUFF

Summary: “In which there is a misunderstanding, Sherlock goes on a series of dates, and John is
confused.”
XA: Sherlock and John meet a woman who was Sherlock’s finacee. It was for a case, but John doesn’t
realize that. He thinks Sherlock’s heart was broken and he counsels him to date again. Sherlock does
and John finds he doesn’t like it much. Well-written an humorous ending in a first kiss.
First kiss, non-explicit
**The Progress of Sherlock Holmes [c]
By ivyblossom, Rated M, word count 62006 – ANGST

This is probably my favorite ‘serious’ fic and nearly head canon for me. Sherlock and John come close to
a physical relationship, but Sherlock has no idea how to proceed and John thinks he doesn’t want to.
John marries Mary Morstan, a serial adulterer. Mary doesn’t take Sherlock seriously as a threat but
slowly Sherlock brings himself out enough to start a physical relationship with John. In the end, John
leaves Mary. This all feels so in character and the angst is strong but well rewarded in the end. You
want to cheer when John finally dumps Mary. Memorable moments: The kiss on the stairs at John and
Mary’s house on the stairs.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock, straight!john
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Property Of
By Evenlodes, Rated M, word count 14K – EROTICA

Sherlock is overwhelmed when John kicks some serious ass in hand-to-hand combat. He can’t resist
kissing his hero. After some awkwardness they enter an affair. Sherlock gets a ‘property of’ tattoo on
his neck and John reciprocates elsewhere.
First time, first kiss, BAMF!john, explicit, possessiveness
The Proposition
By Velvet Mace, rated NC-17, word count 5700 – EROTICA
SUMMARY: "Sometime in the next few days, my brother is going to proposition you. Sexually. And he'll
do it in the bluntest, frankest, most graphic way possible. Most likely in front of either your date or the
landlady." Mycroft paused to check for John's shock. "It will be a test. How you react will determine if you
remain at 221b, or if Sherlock cuts you out of his life completely." Mycroft warns John that Sherlock is
about to proposition him and if he refuses, Sherlock will throw him out forever. But John is already in
love with Sherlock. Sherlock is a dom, possessive and a bit scary. This is a very dark erotica piece from
Velvet Mace.
First time, First kiss, explicit, dom/sub, dark!sherlock
More from Velvet Mace (Note: Velvet Mace writes very dark and kinky – sometimes incest hardcore
non-con, multiple partners, etc. Not always my cup of tea but the fics below are some I enjoyed. If you
like hard stuff, the “More” link will take you to her entire fic list page)
Oral Fixation – John plays with a beer bottle, non-explicit ficlet but fun
The Pleasure Dome Hotel – Sherlock and John at a dub/con bar. Is listed on this rec list separately
(under raiining).
The Secret – To hide his feelings for his flatmate, John essentially becomes asexual . First time, explicit.
Stolen Moments – Sherlock hypnotizes John. Non-con sex. Is listed on this rec list separately.
For SCIENCE! – Sherlock subjects John to a ‘gay bomb’ test. Unrepentantly ridiculous. Funny.
Psychophysical Examinations of Perceptual Effects of Differential Somatic
Stimulation (or: Fuck Off And Leave My Bloody Balls Alone, Would You, Sherlock?)
By jedusaur, Rated X, word count 1960 – EROTICA/CRACK

Sherlock asks John to participate in a study of sexual responses. Charts and rulers are involved. Just
when John is really sick of all the poking and prodding, Sherlock shows what he’s learned. This is a
cracky little scientist fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit, Scientist!sherlock
*The Pull of One Magnet to Another [c]
By ellie.hell, Rated M, word count 48,191 – AU/FLUFF

Mummy Holmes has arranged a marriage for Mycroft to a Dr. John Watson. Sherlock picks him up at the
station – and decides he can’t let him go. I love this sort of ‘instant and unbreakable attraction’ fic.
First kiss, non-explicit
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-QQuarantine
By Izzygone, rated NC-17, words: 16K, EROTICA
John and Sherlock have to go into quarantine for 30 days and are separated by a plexiglass wall. With
little else to distract them, and forbidden to touch, they suddenly want to, very badly. Strange little
trope but a fun read. WIP.
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock, straight!john
The Quiet Man [c]
By ivyblossom, rated X, words: 157K, EPIC
Post rechenbach falls, John conjures up Sherlock in his mind and realizes that he loved him. He limps
through life imagining Sherlock. Sherlock returns and 221b becomes a “safe house” with Mycroft’s help
because people are still after Sherlock and John. They become lovers. This is a novel-length fan fic that
is universally known and well-regarded. Angsty but good and has some strong sex/relationship
elements. A lot of John’s internal dialogue.
First time, first kiss, explicit, post Reichenbach
The first time/first kiss is in chapter 44.
A Quiet Murmuration [c]
By cathedral_carver, Rated T, word count 4684 – FLUFF
After Moriarty/the pool, John is angry at Sherlock for going to see Moriarty alone. He wants pay-back.
Sherlock suggests 1000 kisses. The kisses start out as meaningless pecks but gradually become more.
Pure fluff and oh-so lovely.
Non-explicit, first kiss

-RRainbow Retreat
By PajamaSecrets, rated T, word count 9824 – CASE
Summary: "It's a same-sex couples retreat. For those experiencing troubles in their relationship.
Consists of group and couples therapy as well as encouraging socialization between the couples. It's all
in their incredibly dull brochure." "Rainbow Hearts Retreat," John read. "Sounds… quite gay."
XA: Sherlock and john pose as a gay couple at a gay retreat. John is in love with Sherlock and the two
get together during the case. Not a new trope, but well done.
First time, first kiss, explicit
RDJ/John Prompt Fill
By anonymous, Rated T, word count ? – AU/FLUFF
Robert Downey Jr’s Sherlock appears in modern London and ends up staying with Sherlock and John.
RDJ takes an immediate interest in John and seduces him, much to Sherlock’s dismay. Before RDJ
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leaves, he gives Sherlock a bit of advice on how not to lose John.
First kiss, mildly explicit
**Re: Inter Office Gossip [c]
By Handful of Silence, Rated K+, word count 3939 – HUMOR
Lestrade and Donovan make a bet regarding Sherlock and John. It doesn't take long for the majority of
the Yard to get involved. All told through texts and emails as the Yard, and even Mycroft, get in on the
betting poll for when John and Sherlock will shag. Just love this. Very funny.
Established Relationship, non-explicit
Reaction [c]
By BLIND_AUTHOR Rated R/NC-17 Words 1189 ANGST
Summary: Before shoving him in the explosive vest, Moriarty fucked John, viciously. John makes it
through the whole encounter with Moriarty and Homles via his own badass soldier nerves of steel, but
afterwards, when he and Sherlock are admitted to the hospital for minor burns and abrasions and shock,
the hospital staff find other injuries on John.

XA: John tries to hide what Moriarty did to him from Sherlock. I’m not normally much into angst or
Moriarty violence fics but this is a good read – very in character with John determined to be strong and
Sherlock vacillating between supportive and vengeful. There’s an implied relationship starting at the
end but it’s not explicit.
Non-explicit
The Real Meaning of Idioms [c]
By feverishsea Rated T Words 21K FLUFF
John is away at a medical conference and he starts texting Sherlock. Sherlock texts back and soon the
interchange becomes rather heated. A woman at the medical conference tries to tell John that Sherlock
is seriously flirting with him, but John doesn’t believe it. Back at home, they (very slowly, very
awkwardly) get into a relationship. This is a real classic of the johnlock genre with excellent
characterizations.
First kiss, Non-explicit, straight!john, virgin!sherlock, sexting
Recharging
By round_robin Rated G Words 1189 FLUFF
Very short and sweet – Sherlock always collapses after a case, falling asleep anywhere (but often on
John’s lap on the couch). Mycroft stops by and explains how Sherlock used to trust him enough to do
this – now he trusts John.
Non-explicit
Red, the Color Of
By Moranian, Rated M, word count 2559 – SERIOUS
It’s hard to classify this little fic – it’s not really EROTICA or fluff. It’s an intensely poetic piece that’s
symbolic and philosophical. John likes apples and eats a lot of them. Sherlock learns to associate them
with John and with his journey to hell (ala pomegranate seeds). Lots of literary references. Nicely done.
First kiss, non-explicit, post Reichenbach
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Release [c]
By pennydreadful; Rated T; Words 3845 EROTICA
Summary: Orgasm denial… for science!
XA: A fun pennydreadful story – pretty much pure EROTICA.
Established relationship, explicit
The Reluctant Relationship
By zoicite; Rated T; Words 11594 FLUFF / EROTICA
John can’t figure out why everyone thinks he and Sherlock are in a relationship, including his girlfriends.
He starts bugging Sherlock about it and Sherlock says they obviously ARE in a relationship and John is in
denial. It’s hard for John to get his head around, but he final catches on. Very sweet and in character.
First time, first kiss, non-explicit, celebate!sherlock, straight!john
Ridiculous [c]
By professorfangirl; Rated X; Words 6229 EROTICA
Summary: “A fic for Red Pants Monday (all hail reapersun!), but not really sweet or silly enough for a
"red pants" fic. More of a "BAMF!John overcomes the indignity of the red pants with a little stylish
asskicking and then gets well and thoroughly laid" fic. John is self-conscious about his height. He and
Sherlock go to a gay bar for a case and Sherlock makes John wear low jeans and red pants. John is
mistaken for a ‘boy toy’ and then kicks some serious tail when the killers show up. Back at Baker St he
is so angry at Sherlock that he takes him up against the wall. Lovely BAMF!john fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit, celebate!sherlock, BAMF!john, bi!john, red pants
***Road Less Traveled, The [c]
By verityburns, M, word count 56887 – HUMOR/EROTICA
Excellent first time fic set squarely in the BBC Sherlock universe and with spot-on characterizations.
Sherlock makes the logical decision that the only way to prevent John from dating, and to keep John for
himself, is to seduce him. John catches on quickly and is completely pissed off (and straight). But after
a talk with Mycroft, John decides to give it a try – the test is one kiss. Funny and clever (and sexy).
Call out: hot alley scene in chapter 13
First time, first kiss, explicit, virgin!sherlock, straight!john, alley!sex
Also by verityburns:
First Night Out – Sherlock and John “out” their relationship by dirty dancing at a xmas Yard party
Rolling in the Deep
By sirona_gs; Rated R; Words 2800 EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock decides it's really the best idea ever to trail a suspect to Manchester's Canal Street
and straight into a bar. And of course, once there, covers must be upheld. For prompt #8: Innuendo
cocktail names."
XA: John has a crush on Sherlock, so going with him to a gay bar isn’t a great idea. This first fic is pretty
short and is mostly UST/innuendo (with Sherlock drinking a ‘blow job’ and John a ‘slippery nipple’. The
sequel has a lovely ‘first time’ scene in the bath.
First time, first kiss, explicit
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And the sequel:
You Put Your Arms Around me and I’m Home
Rules of Unity
By honeyswallow, Rated NC-17, one shot – EROTICA

Sebastian throws a school reunion and Sherlock wants to go and take John. He buys them both sexy
new suits. Everyone there thinks they’re a couple and John gets tired of denying it. That night in the
hotel, they actually become a couple. This fic has a nice build up and good characterization.
First time, first kiss, mildly explicit

-S*Saying I Love You Should Be So Simple [c]
BY LikeATeddyBear; Rated T; Words 22K HUMOR/FLUFF
Sherlock tells John ‘I love you’ and John thinks Sherlock’s pulling his leg. So John retaliates and soon
Sherlock and John are playing a ‘game’ to out ‘fake romance’ each other. Each side gets more and more
ridiculous until Sherlock proposes to John at the opera with Lestrade and his date. I love this fic! So
hilarious and sweet and John is so adorably baffled yet determined not to let Sherlock ‘win’.
First kiss, non-explicit, wedding
*School for Scandal
BY rubberbird, Rated M; Words 224K AU/EPIC
This is my favorite teenlock fic. John and Sherlock attend Redlock school together. Sherlock ‘a freak’
and John is captain of the Rugby team. Sherlock has a huge crush on John. John thinks he’s straight.
They’re assigned to work together on a play. They fall in love. Wonderful description of their
relationship. This is a very long fic which gets into their going home for the holidays, Moriarty as a new
kid and a lot of drama.
First kiss, first time, explicit, teenlock
The Scientific Method [c]
BY thequeergiraffe, Rated T; Words 3830 FLUFF
Summary: "Hypothesis: Subject #JW-007 will respond positively to non-platonic advances by test
administer (SH-Admin) but will NOT respond positively to similar sexual/romantic advances from control
male "suitors". Controls will be nearly identical to Admin in physicality (intelligence and character
impossible to replicate). "Dates" will be observed via field study and survey."
XA: This is a fun little trope with Sherlock trying to suss out how to court John by setting him up on
dates with male look-alikes and having them try different approaches. Very cute.
First kiss, non-explicit, scientist!sherlock
Scrutiny [c]
BY lifeonmars, Rated PG; Words 5100 FLUFF
John gets freaked out by Sherlock’s ‘mind reading’ because he has something he doesn’t want Sherlock
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to know. It takes both Sherlock and John awhile to figure out what it is. Lovely one-shot, well-written.
First kiss, non- explicit
The Secret
BY Velvet Mace, Rated NC-17; Words 5564 EROTICA
John doesn’t want Sherlock to know he’s attracted to him so he forces himself to become asexual.
Eventually Sherlock figures it out and helps John resolve the situation. Very unusual and an intriguing
premise.
First kiss, first time, explicit
*The Second Law of Thermodynamics [c for collection]
BY entangled_now; Rated T; Words 3614 HUMOR/EROTICA
Summary: “In which there's no heating and there's a dead owl in Sherlock's bed.”
XA: This is part of a 4 part series called “Thermodynamics”. The plot is that it’s freezing cold in 221B
due to a winter storm and the heat being turned off. To keep Sherlock from freezing, John puts him in
his bed. John finds he quite likes him there and things get complicated. Wonderfully written with spot
on in character dialogue that’s often hilarious. I’m not a big fan of asexual Sherlock but this fic is still
great.
Part 4, The Rules (the X rated one)
First kiss, first time, explicit, straight!john, asexual!sherlock
The Secret Identity of John Watson [c]
BY scifigrl47; Rated T; Words 29K HUMOR/FLUFF
Told from an OFC’s POV, a woman starts dating John Watson and the story is told from her POV trying
to figure out if he’s a mobster or spy or what. Very sexy and charming and BAMF!John. Sherlock seems
to her like a John stalker. Funny and well-written. Perfect ending!
BAMF!John
The Seduction of Dr. John Watston
By XistentialAngst, rated M, word count 19,264 –EROTICA/HUMOR
Summary: “John finally convinces Sherlock that he needs sex and that if he keeps sabotaging his love
life with women, it'll be a deal-breaker. Sherlock goes through his deductive process and decides that he
himself will have to provide John with sex if he's to keep John from marrying and moving out.
Unfortunately, Sherlock is an inexperienced seducer and John is totally straight. Sherlock goes to Irene
for advice on seduction” This is my own writing. This fic is based the idea of Sherlock making an
intellectual decision about starting a relationship with John and then then setting about to research and
implement it very deliberately. Lots of humor.
First time, first kiss, explicit, straight!john, celibate!sherlock, sexy!sherlock
The Seduction of John S. Willoughby
By tepidspongebath, rated T, word count 9403 – CASE/HUMOR/EROTICA?
Summary: “To stop a blackmailer, Sherlock Holmes decides to enter unfamiliar territory. But not before
practicing on John Watson. A retelling of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's The Adventure of Charles Augustus
Milverton.”
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XA: Sherlock needs to seduce a man for a case. He pretends to be a (very sexy) plumber. He practices a
number of him ‘moves’ on John, who begins to worry that Sherlock is coming on to him. This is a
wonderful, fun read, but was a WIP at the time of this writing so not sure if it’s going to become a true
johnlock/first time fic. If so, it will be at the top of my list!
non-explicit (so far), straight!john, sexy!sherlock
Sell Out
By Unloyal_Olio, Rated M, word count 4957 – AU/ EROTICA

Sherlock is an omega who rarely lets himself go into heat. He thinks John is out of town when he finally
lets himself. John comes home early. A short and simple omegaverse fic but decent.
First time, explicit, Omegaverse, omega!sherlock, alpha!john
The Sensation of Falling Just Before You Hit Sleep [c]
By greywash, Words 83169 EPIC / ANGST
Very intense post Reichenbach fic. John is going mad trying to kill snipers and getting strange emails and
with Mycroft’s interference. He goes to Molly’s sure she’s working with Moriarty and when Sherlock
and Mike Stamford show up, John shoots Mike. Memorable scene: John goes down on Tina Moran and
when he gets home Sherlock ‘ignores what he has to’ in order to kiss John.
First time, first kiss, explicit, Post Reichenbach, BAMF!john
A Serenade for the Storm
By Moranion, rated X, word count 3930 – EROTICA
This is a lovely music-themed fic. Sherlock sometimes plays wild and sensual impromptu concerts
between cases. John gets aroused by the beauty and talent evident in the concerts and tries not to let
Sherlock see it. John takes Sherlock to a classic music concert one night and a kiss ensues. Things get
even steamier later at home.
First kiss, first time, explicit, music
*The Seven Day Virgin [c]
By keelywolfe, rated X, word count 27K – EROTICA
Summary: “In thirty-odd years, Sherlock hasn't felt the urge to lose his virginity. Until John Watson. God
help him. Set after 'A Scandal in Belgravia'.”
XA: After Irene Adler, John learns Sherlock is a virgin. He ends up fixing that, one bit of virginity at a
time. Memorable scene – the first time happens in a hospital bathroom and John is horrified that it was
Sherlock’s first time. He wakes up the next day and Sherlock has made a ‘wall’ of sex research.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Seven Locks
By LaDolceMia, rated M, word count 3453 – EROTICA
Sherlock has a hair fetish that makes him quite pliable. This is pretty much a straight porn piece but the
writing is excellent and it’s fun.
Established Relationship, explicit
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*Seven out of Seven Royal Marines Agree [c]
By abundantlyqueer Rated X; Words 12K EROTICA
By the author of Two Two One Bravo Baker, in this fic, Sherlock must prove himself worthy to bed
Captain John Watson by making it through a sort of sexual trial with seven men under him in rank. I’m
not normally into John and Sherlock with other characters, but once I started reading this fic, I was
hooked. The premise is interesting – starting with the lowest ranking company member, each soldier
gets a little more time and more liberties with Sherlock. Sherlock trying to keep it together through the
whole thing was very sexy and entertaining.
explicit
The Shape I Found You In
By irisbleufic & moony, Rated R, Words 7500 ANGST /EROTICA
After TGG, Sherlock takes a case in Sweden and he and John correspond via text and email. Over the
course of the messages, they admit their codependence and decide to embark on a physical
relationship. Beautifully done and very in character. Quite funny at times. Ends as John is boarding the
plane for Sweden.
Non- explicit, TGG
And the Sequel Lay Me Down – John arrives in Sweden
First time, first kiss, explicit
Share and Share Alike
By lbmisscharlie, Words: 2000 Rated G HUMOR/FLUFF
Sherlock and John are a platonic couple who share each other’s food and pick things off each other’s
plates, etc. Based on “Two Weeks Notice”. Cute and fluffy.
Bromance, non-explicit
Sherlock is a Sexting Menace
By Erinaceous; Rated X; Words 3649 EROTICA
One morning as John heads to the clinic, Sherlock starts texting him propositions and then photos of
himself. John can’t wait to get home. This fic is a little odd, because it’s the first time John has any idea
that Sherlock is attracted to him, yet he doesn’t evince much surprise. Still, it’s a fun little trope.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Sherlock’s Coat [c]
BY Anonymous; Rated X; Words ? EROTICA
Pure EROTICA, a kink meme prompt fill. Sherlock and John’s first time, after a case, against the wall,
Sherlock leaves his coat on. Simple but a classic trope for this pair.
First time, first kiss, explicit, wall!sex
Sherlock Holmes and the Mysterious Ex
By Gatergirl79; Rated M; Words 27K FLUFF
Set after TGG, Mycroft drags Sherlock home for Christmas and he takes John as his ‘partner’ in order to
avoid his stepmother’s matchmaking. Sherlock hasn’t been home in 3 years after a disastrous
relationship with a cousin, Jacob. Jacob is still after Sherlock and John is jealous. The sham turns real
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after some angst.
First kiss, non-explicit, gay!sherlock
Sherlock’s Man of (Endless) Mystery
By Asterie; Rated T; Words 8305 HUMOR / FLUFF
Summary: “When Sherlock hears that “love is an endless mystery”, he concludes that falling in love
would mean he’ll never be bored again, and begins an internet dating mission to find his One True Love.
As John follows him from date to date, he hopes Sherlock will realise that the perfect man might be a
little closer to home.” This fic has some funny dialogue and situations. Not much of a pay-off at the end
though.
First time (implied), non-explicit
Shudder Down
By cosmicrubric, Rated M, word count 789 – ANGST
Summary: “John doesn't care about all the smart people and their machinations. He just wants Irene to
be clear on one thing.” This is a very short fic, a brief character study of a very dark and BAMF!john and
it’s brilliant. Chilling and good!
non-explicit, BAMF!john
**A Silver Sixpence [c]
By doodle_writes, Rated NC-17, word count 16,400 – FLUFF
Sherlock wants John to marry him for a case in which a serial killer is targeting newly married gay
couples. To “sell it”, he drops to one knee and proposes in front of Scotland Yard. John agrees, but
secretly wishes it was for real.
First kiss, non-explicit, gay!case
Sink Like a Stone [c]
By pennydreadful, Rated T, word count 4348 – ANGST
Summary: “After defeating Moriarty at the pool, life isn't quite the same around 221B Baker Street...it's
more peaceful. And stranger.” This is a dark and strange little fic, sad but beautiful in a magic realism
sort of way.
non-explicit
Skewed Data
By entanglednow, words 1046, Rated M -- EROTICA
A strange and interesting little first time fic where John is reading the paper over Sherlock’s shoulder,
hand on his neck, and Sherlock starts to respond to that. Not very explicit but curiously in character.
First kiss, non-explicit
To Sleep, Perchance to Dream (or not)
By multiicoloredgypsy, Words 3143, Rated G ANGST / FLUFF
After the Great Game, Sherlock keeps waking up with John comforting him. He won’t believe that he
has nightmares. Short and well-written little fic about Sherlock not admitting he has emotions and John
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just working around it in a John-like manner.
Platonic / pre-slash, non-explicit, TGG
*A Slowly Dawning Attraction [c]
By mitsuruaki, Words 12K, Rated PG-13/R -- FLUFF
Summary: “5 times Sherlock and John nearly kissed at work, and 1 time they did”
XA: This is a fun little fic. Sherlock and John keep ‘almost kissing’ but are always interrupted (one
memorable time by Mycroft). Finally, they kiss at a crime scene in an ambulance. One for the
“frequent re-read” list.

First kiss, non-explicit
Smoke [c]
By lifeonmars, rated T, word count 4842 – FLUFF
Summary: “Sometimes time and space collide to show you something you've been missing. Sherlock's
pipe helps.”
XA: Sherlock brings marijuana home from a case and he and John smoke some. Inhibitions are
lowered and some truth comes out. A sweet, poetic little fic. An implied ‘first time’ is the end, but the
fic is not explicit.
First kiss, non-explicit

Snafu
By marysuthereland, rated M, word count 17941 – ANGST/FLUFF
John’s POV as he is manipulated by Sherlock into signing up for internet dating to stalk a serial killer
(a woman). He has to post the messages and it’s Sherlock that will actually meet her. That means
going through lots of Sherlock’s old photos – even explicit ones. They have sex and then angst about
it. Clara is the confident in this story. Good writing and char dev but it’s not explicit.
Non-explicit, first kiss, straight!john

So Clear in Retrospect [c]
By anonymous, kink meme promp – FLUFF
Sherlock should have seen it coming, he thinks afterwards. This lovely little fic is a 6 months
countdown of ‘clues’ Sherlock missed that he and John would end up together – up until the moment
when they are. Nice characterization and UST.
First kiss, non-explicit
Some People Find Dodgy Dancing Sexy
By mistyzeo, rated M, word count 3170 – EROTICA
John and Sherlock attend a Christmas party at NSY. John is hit on and starts dancing and Sherlock
takes him into an office and porn ensues. This inadvertently ‘outs’ them to the Yard.
Established relationship, Explicit, sexy!john
Some Very Debatable Russian Vodka
By insistent_bass, Rated NC-17, word count 1500 – EROTICA

It’s John’s birthday and John and Sherlock play poker and drink and old bottle of vodka. It turns into
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strip poker and then into anything goes. Shot and hot.
First kiss, first time, explicit
The Starry Night Series [c]
By Mazarin221b, rated X, word count 9K – EROTICA
This series includes 5 fics – A Somewhat Starry Night, The Heat of a Kiss, Portrait of a Friendship,
The World to Know it and What Moment Love Begins. It’s an exploration of John and Sherlock’s
physical relationship – from a ‘one nighter’ the night John shoots the cabbie to the admission of a
deeper relationship after TGG. As always with Mazarin221b, the writing is excellent, the
characterizations are right on target and the erotica is very real and very hot. Classic Johnlock.
First kiss, first time, explicit
Somewhere I Have Never Been
By positivelymeteoric, rated M, word count 7008 – FLUFF
John and Sherlock have an incredible bond. After the fall, Sherlock dreams of what John is doing and
John dreams of Sherlock. The fic ends when the two get back together and confess their love.
Although there is angst in this fc, the primary focus is on their continuing connection, which I really
enjoyed.
First kiss, non-explicit, post Reichenbach
**Spaces Between
By aubkae, rated M, word count 7644 – SERIOUS
Summary: “John watches Sherlock wander through the flat staring at everything like it's all new,
touching random objects as if they can tell him something he doesn't already know. Their eyes meet.
They look away.”
XA: I’m not a bit fan of angst, but I enjoy post Reichenbach fics in which there is a happy ending, good
sex and not too much turmoil. This is a very nice one. Lots of yummy UST. Memorable scene: They’re
hiding in a skip during a chase and a child’s toy ‘mooos’, causing them to giggle. Memorable quote:
“He's done quite a number of inadvisable and insane things in his life; this is just another one for the list.
It's a pretty long list. He's rather fond of most items on it.”
First kiss, first time, explicit, UST, post Reichenbach
Sparing Partners [c]
By TheInevitableConclusion, rated M, word count 4341 – Erotica
Sherlock takes John to his boxing gym and they spar after hours. A vigorous spar/wrestling match
ends in first time sex. Very hot.
First kiss, first time, explicit
The Spider to the Fly Series [c]
By Mazarin221b CRACK
This series includes 6 fics. Sherlock is a ‘sub’ who can get doms to do whatever he wants. John is
completely inexperienced at dom/sub relationships, but he’s rather intrigued when he notices marks on
Sherlock’s body. Sherlock offers to teach him. John is reluctant but (not surprisingly) turns out to be a
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natural BAMF dom. Very intense and, as everything Mazarin221b goes, well-written and well-crafted.
First time, first kiss, explicit, dom/sub, BAMF!john
Staircase Wit
By splix, rated X, word count 42K – CASE/SERIOUS
The trope for this fic is “five times Sherlock took a beating and one time he got away”, but the fic is
quite a bit longer and more serious than that would imply. It’s a good character study that delves into
Sherlock’s past and how he has always pissed off and alienated people. In the final chapter, John is
in his life and saves him from near death on a dangerous case. Along the way, Sherlock realizes his
feelings for John are more than platonic. Nicely written and good characterizations.
First kiss, first time, explicit

Stay With Me
By kim47, Rated T, Words 11K, ANGST/EROTICA
The only times I enjoy a John/Mary fic is if Mary gets dumped well and proper and it ends up with the
boys in bed together. This is one of those. John is dating Mary and decides to move in with her.
Sherlock doesn’t protest, so John thinks he wants him to go. Angst resolved satisfactorily in the end.
first time, first kiss, explicit, MaryMorstan

Stimulus and Response
By LostGirl, Rated M, Words 5251, EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock is frustrated by his body’s responses to some unknown stimulus, and some really
bad luck. Clearly, he has to root out the cause.”
XA: Something is sexually arousing Sherlock but he has not luck masturbating and can’t figure out what
it is. When he finally realizes it’s John, a first time scene ensues.
first time, first kiss, explicit

Stolen Moments [c]
By velvet_mace, Rated M EROTICA
Sherlock is obsessed with John. At first he just wants to catalogue John’s skin, but then he wants sex.
John is straight and very modest. When Mycroft shows Sherlock a technique for hypnotizing John to
retrieve a license plate number, Sherlock decides to use it to do the things John won’t. It’s a completely
amoral choice, but in his hypnotized state, John reveals a love for Sherlock that his conscious mind won’t
accept. Very intriguing, well-written and sexy fic but definitely non-con (though it doesn’t end that
way).
first time, first kiss, explicit, non-con

Stranger At the Gate [c]
By bendingsignpost, Rated X, word count 85K – AU
Summary: “As far as initiation rites go, kidnapping a human doctor from a defended town ought to
seem extreme. When James Moriarty offers him the challenge, Sherlock never considers saying no.
(Fantasy vampire AU)”
XA: I’m a little iffy on vampire fics usually, but this one is so well-written and very sexy. (Of course, it is
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by bendingsignpost, the author of several other terrific johnlock fics including Cooperative Principle.)
First kiss, non-explicit, vampire
The Spider to the Fly Series [c]
By Mazarin 221b EROTICA
This series is dom/sub culture and BDSM – so avoid if you don’t like that. Sherlock is a ‘sub’ who can get
doms to do whatever he wants. John is completely inexperienced at dom/sub but rather intrigued when
he notices marks on Sherlock’s body. Sherlock offers to teach him. John is a natural BAMF dom.
Intense.
first time, first kiss, explicit, dom/sub, BAMF!john

Stack Overflow
By ayalesca, Rated X, word count 3129 – FLUFF
Sherlock deletes all kinds of things from his memory banks in order to preserve every bit of John. Lovely
character piece from Sherlock’s POV. Very sweet and well-written.
First kiss, non-explicit, scientist!sherlock
Strays [c]
By keelywolfe, Rated M, word count 13K –AU
Summary: “His mother had told John once, years ago, that he had an affinity for strays.”
AU in which John is an ER doctor and Sherlock is a young junkie. Sherlock latches onto John after being
treated by him and sometimes sleeps at John’s flat. He wants a sexual relationship with John but he’s
only 16 so John resists. Eventually though, he gives in. Interesting AU fic.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Also from Keelywolfe:
Hunger Pangs – Post Reichenbach, From a young male prostitute’s POV as a lonely John visits him.
Astronomy 101 – A first time fic set under the stars as Sherlock shows John his new knowledge of
astronomy
Unforgiven – A first time fic set after the fall – John visits Sherlock 2 weeks after he jumped

A Study in Intimacy
By doodle, Rated T, word count 5K – EROTICA
Summary: “People don't touch Sherlock Holmes, not like they touch other people. Then he meets John
Watson.”
XA: John is the first person to ever touch Sherlock. The first scene is to defend him against Donovan
and Anderson’s bullying; the second is under the mistletoe after Sherlock gets jealous of John kissing
Mrs. Hudson. It develops into a ‘lots of snogging but no sex’ relationships for a time. Nice character
work and memorable.
First kiss, non-explicit, virgin!sherlock
*A Study in Reflexology [x]
By keelywolfe, Rated M, word count 10K – EROTICA
This fic has an interesting medical kink. In the first section, Sherlock badly cuts his foot and John insists
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on tending to it, even though Sherlock doesn’t want him to. Turns out Sherlock has a ‘thing’ about his
feet. A ‘first time’ ensues. In the second part (An Examination in Phrenology), Sherlock is tending a
wound on John’s head and that leads to further explorations. Very well-written, erotic and fun.
First time, first kiss, explicit
*A Study in Sexuality [c]
By jupiter_ash, Rated R/NC-17, word count 11K – EROTICA/SERIOUS
Summary: “What if John is straight, totally straight, so straight that he’d never even consider another
man? What would happen if he found himself falling for Sherlock?”
XA: John is totally straight, but when he sees Sherlock kissing a man, he can’t stop thinking about it.
Very well done character study.
First time, first kiss, explicit
A Study in Touch
By Bookmonster, Rated X, word count 3609 – EROTICA
After a case, Sherlock has back spasms and John gives him a massage. Sherlock brings up a certain
matter that’s been on his mind… smut ensues. Nice and realistic erotica.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Subtleties That We are Not Aware Of
By belovedmuerto, Rated T, word count 1657 – FLUFF
The first time Sherlock kisses John is in the middle of the night and he’s terrified. The first time John
kisses Sherlock is on the stairs. Short and emotional piece.
Non-explicit, first kiss
Sweat
By Mazarin221b, Words 2734, Rated M EROTICA
It’s a hot summer and Sherlock wants to see John sweat like everyone else. After trying everything else,
he decides to try sex.
First time, first kiss, explicit
Anything by Mazarin221b is excellent! Here’s her profile on AO3. More recommended short erotica fics
of hers below:
Including… Between You and Me (Sherlock steals John’s pants)
And…. Give Me the Keys (Sherlock has a kink for John on a motorcycle)
And… A Million Ways (Sherlock plays coy)
And…. In So Many Words (John and Sherlock get very drunk after a case)
And… Throw It All At Me (first time after the Baskerville case)
And… Diaphanous (it’s all about the sheet)
And.. Of Men and Things (John finds himself in Sherlock’s case notes)
And… No Place Like Home (they each come back after being apart at Christmas, a little drunk, and a first
time ensues)
And… Wanted (John is jealous of DI Harper – first time. Cute.)
And… If the Sky Can Crack (a drunk Sherlock makes a confession of interest to John – very hot 1st time)
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And… Good Golly, Miss Molly (John and Sherlock go to a BDSM club for a case. John is supposed to play
the sub, but the roles don’t fit and end up reversed. Non-explicit but fun.)
And… I Can’t Believe What I’ve Found (first time, pure EROTICA)
And… Cut Adrift (post Reichenbach, Sherlock and John try to find their way; lyrical and short, first kiss)
Suck [c]
By Atlin Merrick, rated M, word count ? – EROTICA
A very unusual and erotic kink fic. John wakes up to find that Sherlock is sucking him – in his sleep. Like
an infant. John kind of gets off on that.
explicit

-TTake Me Through the Night
By mazarin221b, rated M, word count 2100 – EROTICA
Sherlock just comes right out and asks one night whilst they’re sitting around 221b. John refuses as first
but Sherlock talks him into it. This is pure EROTICA and not all that new, but I like the idea of Sherlock
just flat out being honest about it. Seems to fit him.
First time, first kiss, explicit
**Taking the Fee [c]
By bobross, rated M, word count 6462 – EROTICA / AU
John is an omega who goes in for his in-heat physical. His normal doctor is on vacation and he has a
new Dr “Sigerson” who performs the exam and then gives John what he needs. Crazy medical
kink/omega erotic.
Explicit, Omegaverse
**A Taste of Murder [c]
By pennydreadful, rated M, word count 10949 – EROTICA
Sherlock is trying to find a female killer who killed a man while he was going down on her. So he
runs through a group of women, going down on them to collect samples. Of course, John has to
watch so that he can make sure the women don’t take Sherlock out mid-coitus. Strong writing and
plotting, very sexy.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, sexy!sherlock
Teacher’s Pet
By Rehfan, Rated X, word count 14K – AU/EROTICA
John is a new instructor at a uni and Sherlock is one of his pupils. John dresses in military clothes and
Sherlock has a huge crush of him (and an military kink). They begin a dom/sub affair, despite the danger
of them both getting kicked out. WIP.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
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The Temper Between [c for series]
By Phyona, Rated M, word count 27K– EROTICA
Sherlock and John both have a fever after a case. They end up in the same bed trying to take care of
each other. Sherlock loses his voice and has to write. He explains to John the logic of why they should
be together--- silently. Very good, realistic character piece and first time fic.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
There are 2 other stories in this “The First and Last” series
That Awkward Moment When
By trashyfiction, Rated M, word count 4404 – HUMOR EROTICA
After Irene, Sherlock announces that he intends to seduce John. The way he goes about it is incredibly
awkward, but works in the end.
First kiss, first time, explicit
That Thing That You Like
By Misspamela, Rated M, word count 7165 – EROTICA / FLUFF

Sherlock takes John home for Christmas. Some of Sherlock’s old classmates give Sherlock a hard time so
John pretends to be his fiancé. He and Sherlock get together that night. “I hate ambiguity,” Sherlock
says, as he rolls onto John in bed.
First kiss, first time, explicit
The Theory of Narrative Casuality
By falling_voices, Rated NC-17, word count 61K – AU/HUMOR/FLUFF

John is a fandom writer and Sherlock is a fandom artist. They start a relationship online and then in
person. All told through online posts including comments. Highly creative and fun to read.
Non-explicit
There’s a First Time for Everything
By kate_lear, Rated M, word count 21,000 SERIOUS / EROTICA

A chronicle of the first time Sherlock does various things including solve a case, try cocaine, kiss John,
say ‘I love you’, etc. Very well-written and intense and covers a broad span of their life and work. Sexy
first time scene in part 1.
First kiss, first time, explicit
These Lines of Lightening
By Handful of Silence, Rated T, word count 8977 – AU
John can see auras. He’s fascinated by the aura of Sherlock Holmes. Interesting and not too long. Sweet
ending.
First time, first kiss, non-explicit
*The Thing Is
By TSylvestrisA, rated m, word count 45K – EPIC
Summary: “The problem with living with Sherlock, John thought, was that you never, ever knew the
significance of anything. Like your flatmate's nose buried in your hair. While you're in bed. Eventual
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Johnlock.”
XA : Sherlock decides to start having sex with John so he won’t ever leave. He and Mycroft end up
getting in a battle of wills over who will control John. Very funny and sexy. Long! Memorable scenes:
Mycroft sends John a body armor jacket and Sherlock is angry that John loves it. In another, a drugged
John tells Greg about blowjobs from Sherlock. (TMI)
First kiss, first time, explicit
The(y) Kiss
By anarmydoctor, rated T, word count 921 – FLUFF
Very short and poetic little fic about John and Sherlock’s first kiss (and just that).
First kiss, non-explicit
The Things You Hide
By verityburns, rated M, word count 10281 – EROTICA
A lovely first time fic. Sherlock comes home very drunk and admits to having feelings for John.
The next day, Sherlock is fearful that John will leave, but John reciprocates. Lovely sensual hijinks
ensue. Beautiful writing and in character. This is an adult and a ‘fluff’ version of this fic.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
those cheekbones
By hauntologie; Rated X; Words 1630 EROTICA
Summary: “It’s gotten really problematic, actually, how much John likes to think about coming on
Sherlock’s face.”
XA: Yes, pure porn, but nicely done.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit
Those Seven Confusing Weeks
By IDontKnowWhatImDoing, rated X, word count 22K – EROTICA
Summary: “An interlaced story of Sherlock and John's naughty fun while John tells the tale of how
Sherlock pursued their relationship or as John calls it the 7 most confusing weeks of his life.”
XA: For seven weeks Sherlock tries to ‘flirt’ with John. John can’t figure out what the hell he’s doing at
first and then going into straight man panic once he gets it. But it all works out in the end. Memorable
scene: John gets his first strong hit of lust for Sherlock while watching his smoke.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, straight!john, sexy!sherlock
Thought Experiments
By entangled_now, rated M, word count 7300 – EROTICA/FLUFF
Thought experiment: an attempt to solve a problem using the power of human imagination. A series of
domestic scenes in which Sherlock experiments and John tries to put up with the chaos in the flat. And
then the experiments turn to John. Sweet and in-character first time fic. Memorable quote: He thinks
about reminding Sherlock that he's already agreed. But maybe Sherlock's brain is like a slinky that just
has to get to the bottom of the stairs.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, virgin!sherlock
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Three
By scullyseviltwin, rated M, word count 1883 – EROTICA
The first 3 sexual encounters including the first by the door of 221B. Short and powerful.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
Tingle Itch What Is This [c]
By Lilly-L-Bell; Rated K; Words 2124 FLUFF
Summary: “Under stress John Watson engages subconsciously in orally fixated behaviors. Sherlock
observes these, but is put out when there seems to be no stressful reason for John to be eating
popsicles.” Short but sweet!
First kiss, non-explicit
To Reap, Perchance Red Pants [c]
By Bitenomnom, Rated M Words 4996 HUMOR/EROTICA
John is sporting a bit of a hangover when Sherlock asks him to go get some evidence at a suspect’s
house – red pants. And John is to show them to Sherlock when he returns. So John models red pants
for Sherlock – only to realize he’d misunderstanding. Funny and ultimately sexy. First place winner in
fuckyeahjohnlock’s red pants fiction contest.
First kiss, first time, explicit
More red pants fiction…
Hunger (My Swordfish Mind)—A fantastically poetic first time/ red pants fic set post Reichenbach.
Sherlock craves….
Red Pants Monday, or: How Sherlock Found his Favorite Colour – This won second prize in the red
pants contest and is a really very hot little erotica fic. Awesome. Sherlock gets a glimpse of John’s red
pants and has to see them again. He seduces John in the kitchen.
Judging by the State of His Pants (gwenweybourne) – Sherlock finds red pants in John’s drawers and
steals them. John finds him wearing them. Erotica.
Distraction(s) (Morwen_Eledhwen)– Sherlocks sees John’s girlfriend buying red pants and deduces she
has another lover. He is embarrassingly proven wrong. This fic is simply perfection in every way.
Between You and Me (Mazarin11b) – John finds Sherlock wearing his stolen pants. Hot erotica.
The Red, It Filters Through (My Memories Of Us) – John and Sherlock have sex after John shoots the
cabbie and John is wearing red pants. He keeps them as a memento when Sherlock is gone.
The Curious Case of the Red Pants – Mycroft gives Sherlock red pants for Christmas, knowing John will
steal them.
Transport [c]
By thisprettywren, rated M, word count ? – EROTICA
Sherlock visits a BDSM/sensory deprivation house when he needs sex after a case. The sensory
deprivation is the only thing that can quiet his mind enough. John is picking up some extra work there,
covering for Mike Stamford and sees Sherlock. While Sherlock is blindfolded, etc, John becomes his
‘caregiver’. Interesting and hot.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, BDSM
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The Trouble with Truth Serum
By Cleo2010, rated M, word count 22487 – EROTICA
During an experiment, Sherlock accidentally develops a truth serum. He doesn't realize that that's what
it is until after he injected it into his blood stream. This is very EROTICAy EROTICA – but good.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
Tremble
By songlin, rated M, word count 3870 – EROTICA
Teen omegaverse. John and Sherlock are best friends and neither has ‘presented’ yet. Sherlock goes
into heat and John goes to find out why he’s not returning his calls.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit, Omegaverse
More erotica from songlin:
The Flower that Smiles Today – Sherlock tries to warn John that he’ll be an impossible, possessive lover,
but John doesn’t care. First time, possessive!sherlock
Truly Madly Deeply
By astolat, rated X, word count 1667 – EROTICA
Sherlock cooks John a 7 course dinner and John tries to figure out why – oh, that. They end up in bed,
which is written in an explicit and humorous way. A fun, short read.
First Time, First Kiss, Explicit
Trying not to Love You
By CathrineMcCord, rated T, word count 4679– ANGST/EROTICA
Post TGG both John and Sherlock are hurt. BAMF!John saves Sherlock with resuscitation even though his
back is terribly wounded. When they get home, neither can let the other go.
First kiss, non-explicit, BAMF!John, TGG
Truth
By Rhuia, rated M, word count 5902 – ANGST/FLUFF
Summary: “It's a cliche - boy gets kidnapped, boy gets given truth drug, boy's flatmate has a secret
crush... but how will it end?.”
XA: Moriarty kidnaps John and gives him truth serum, then has Sherlock ask him questions about how
he feels about Sherlock. This is a short fic that has one strong thing going for it – BAMF!john that gives
Moriarty what he deserves. Sweet, fluffy ending.
non-explicit, BAMF!john, Moriarty
*Twisted
By Rhuia, rated M, word count 5902 – ANGST/EROTICA
Summary: “They’re so lost in each other, so tangled and drenched in the sex, that John almost misses
the slight movement out of the corner of his eye, the mirror reflecting a pale face at the door, the shift
of a long black coat as it whirls away.”
XA: Sherlock likes to watch John and his girlfriend. John starts to like it a bit too much. Really powerful
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little fic that starts out as voyeurism but ends up johnlock.
First Time, Explicit, straight!john
Two Points
By Speranza, rated T, word count 2619 – FLUFF
Summary: "Look," Sherlock began again, "you keep saving my life. And touching me," and hm, that
wasn’t as conclusive as it had seemed in his head.”
XA: This is a pretty simple little fic in which Sherlock works out that John’s feelings are more than
platonic and that he might reciprocate. Nicely done and in character.
First Time, Non-explicit
Two Two One Bravo Baker [c]
By abundantlyqueer, rated X, word count 109K – EROTICA/EPIC
Summary: " Captain John Watson of 40 Commando, the Royal Marines, is assigned to protect and assist
Sherlock Holmes as he investigates what appears to be a simple war atrocity in Afghanistan. An intense
attraction ignites between the two men as they uncover a conspiracy that threatens everything they’ve
ever known, but Sherlock is as much hunted as hunter, and everyone close to him is in deadly danger. Can
he solve the case in time to save himself and John?.”
XA: This is a very long fic and a classic of the Johnlock fandom. It has lots of graphic sex, which starts
very early, and plenty of military action with a significant case plotine. There’s nice, intense emotion
between John and Sherlock and some angst as they try to survive . Highly recommended.
First kiss, first time, explicit , military!kink, BAMF!john
Turn Me Off
By mific, Rated X, word count 2307 – EROTICA

Crazy EROTICA. Sherlock is distracted by all the UST between he and John, but his one sexual experience
in the past (with a female prostitute) had been terrible. So he asks John to have sex with him while he’s
asleep. John decides to go for it. Odd premise but really fun and hot. Well-written.
First kiss, first time, explicit
***Two Coffees One Black One with Sugar Please (series) [c]
By Linpatootie, Rated G, word count 15k? – EPIC/FLUFF/EROTICA

Sherlock conducts a sleep experiment for 14 days to see if it’s better to sleep with someone (John) in
your bed. John gives in to it reluctantly. After the 14 days are up, they find excuses to continue it
because both are sleeping better. Months later, they enter into a physical relationship. The
development of this is just fantastic, with both Sherlock and John so in character and drawn together in
a way neither will acknowledge mentally for a long time. Memorable scene: John playfully sticks things
in Sherlock’s hair while he’s fixing a fax machine. [first time is in Part 3]
First kiss, first time, explicit, straight!john
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-UUnclose Me series
By Ani, Rated T, word count 3K+ – ANGST

Sherlock returns from being dead for 3 years. John is married to Mary and they’re expecting a child.
Sherlock convinces John to return to him so they can raise his child together. I’m not a big fan of angst,
but I can get past that if it ends well, and I particularly like fics where John dumps Mary for Sherlock.
Maybe it’s the bitch in me! This is one of those.
Established relationship, Post Reichenbach
***Under Control [c]
By rotaryphones, Rated M, word count 8564 – EROTICA / SERIOUS

Summary: “You know John, I could hypnotize you if you really want." What followed was an
arrangement that John never thought he would be lucky enough to find, and never insane enough to
accept.”
XA: After a case involving hypnotism obvious turns John on, Sherlock offers to hypnotize him. John
can’t resist his chance to experience this. The idea of ceding control is very erotic to him. As the
sessions go on, the sensual component gets more explicit. Incredible writing, intelligent plot and
character development. Highly erotic.
First time, explicit, scientist!sherlock, virgin!sherlock, straight!john
And… the sequel Down We Go
**Undercurrents [c]
By entangled_now, Rated M, word count 3000 – EROTICA / SERIOUS
A brilliant little psychological erotica piece. John plays dead on the floor of the flat for a case. Sherlock
examines him and gets off on it. John decides it’s all fine. Intense and sexy.
first time, explicit, scientist!sherlock
Understanding Beauty [c]
By scullyseviltwin, Rated M, word count 8330 – EROTICA / FLUFF

John and Sherlock go undercover at a wealthy bachelor ball where Sherlock is befuddled about why
everyone keeps coming on to him. He insists that John explain to him exactly what is so appealing about
him. John realizes Sherlock has no idea how beautiful he is, so john has to show him. Sherlock is a bit
out of character (too unaward of himself) but, hey, its EROTICA.
Upon the Downs
By Where’s My Calabash, Rated M, word count 31K – SERIOUS

It’s a few years after Sherlock’s return and John is unhappily married. He and Sherlock have hardly seen
one another, John unable to forgive. Sherlock asks John to come visit and John does. Sherlock has
bought a lovely farm in Suffolk where he intends to partially retire and raise bees. He has something to
tell John – that he loves him. This fic has one of the most amazingly tender and fantastic first time
scenes.
First kiss, first time, explicit, post Reichenbach
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The Urge to Write Poetry
By wesleysgirl, Rated X, word count 2719 – EROTICA

John enters the bathroom and finds Sherlock shaving his pubic area. He decides to pretend he didn’t
see that. But when Sherlock develops a bad rash in the area, John the doctor has to ‘help’. Smut
ensues. An unusual trope and a fun, quick read. Sexy first time scene in a bath.
First time, explicit
Use Your Imagination
By thissiforyou, Rated M, word count 4400 – EROTICA

A friend sends John some ‘fan porn’ and it leads to he and Sherlock giving it a whirl. Not terribly unique
but a quick read.
First time, explicit

-VVoice Like Thunder
By JezebelGoldstone, Word count: 4907, Rated G – FLUFF

Sherlock is afraid of thunderstorms because they remind him of the explosions of TGG. John comforts
him and a first kiss ensues.
First kiss, non-explicit, hurt/comfort
Vox
By quamquam20, Rated NC-17 – EROTICA

Sherlock talks John to orgasm. A quick and fun read.
First time (sort of), explicit

-XXO
By Mirith Griffin, Rated M, word count WIP – AU/ HUMOR
Summary: "Sherlock Holmes had been through twenty sleeping cycles – sixty earth days – before the
aliens brought him a mate." Alternate universe. Almost literally.”
XA: Super funny dialogue. The aliens drop John in Sherlock’s room onboard a spacecraft and expect
them to mate.
First kiss, first time, explicit
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-WThe Waiting There For You series
By Mazarin221b, Rated M, word count 41K – SERIOUS / EROTICA
Mycroft sends John back to Afghanistan after the events of TGG while Sherlock is wounded. The story
arc in this series goes from Mycroft’s ultimatum in London to John’s year in Afghanistan and Sherlock
appearing there, the boys getting together, and then coming home and getting married. This is a deep
story that is a joy to immerse yourself in on a quiet Saturday. Not overly angsty and some very nice
erotica and fluff.
First kiss, first time, explicit, TGG
Walk Through Ghosts [c]
By augustbird, Rated M, word count 6125 – ANGST
John is engaged to be married to Mary. Sherlock is his best man. Everyone knows that Sherlock’s heart
is breaking except John. Someone finally tells him and he confronts Sherlock in an alley the night
before his wedding. This is a well-written and memorable fic, but I wish there had been more of a
payoff at the end. It’s a little unclear exactly what happens but John does get married.
non-explicit
*The Warzone Series [c]
By augustbird, Rated M, word count 6125 – ANGST
Right after John shoots the cabbie, Sherlock takes him to bed. They start it as a casual, but incredibly
hot affair that only happens when John has been very BAMF! Very dark, deep porn.
First kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
Watched
By Sulla, Rated X, word count 1318 – EROTICA
Mycroft has cameras in 221B. One night he gets an eyeful – John and Sherlock on John’s bed with John
masturbating the detective. Mycroft wants to know when this all started and what it’s about – and he’s
aroused. In the sequel he orders the previous hours tapes and sees how it began. I’m not big on sex
involving Mycroft, but I liked this sort of “first time from Mycroft’s POV” approach. Unique and hot.
First kiss, first time, explicit, Mycroft
Sequel: Watched Again
More johnlock erotica from Sulla

The Watches Verse [c]
By bendingsignpost, Rated M, word count 31K + 35K – AU
Summary: “First, he is shot in Afghanistan. Second, he wakes to a phone call in Chelmsford, Essex. Third
is pain, fourth is normalcy, fifth is agony and sixth is confusion. By the eighth, he's lost track. (Johncentric AU)”
This series consists of two fics – The World on His Wrist and Elsewhere Come Morning. Both are
excellent, but Elsewhere Come Morning is far sexier (first time). John has to deal with multiple realities
where Sherlock does and doesn’t exist in his life and it makes for a wonderful contrast of might-have-
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beens and figuring out what he values.
First kiss, first time, explicit

Well Begun is Half Done
By Avice, Rated X, word count 3897 – EROTICA
Summary: “Sherlock is putting together an elaborate plan of seducing John. John grows tired of waiting
and takes matters into his own hands.”
XA: This is a cute little fic in which Sherlock is methodically working on a ‘plan’ to seduce John and give
him such an incredible sexual experience that he won’t want anyone else. But John beats him to the
punch and overwhelms all Sherlock’s attempts to ‘control’ the sexual encounter, turning him into a
mess. Gotta love sexy, in control John.
First kiss, first time, explicit, sexy!john

*What Are You Going to Do About It? [c]
By brbsoulnomming, Rated R, word count 7294 – HUMOR / EROTICA
Sherlock steals all of John’s clothes while he’s in the shower ‘for an experiment’ but really to figure out
how John will react and where he will search for the missing clothes. But John refuses to follow the
script, instead deciding, fuck it, to just spend the day around the flat nude. This fic is very funny and
both characters are really spot on. At first Sherlock is just confounded by John’s nudity, then he starts to
react to it in unforeseen ways. Memorable scene: John drops curry sauce on his naked thigh – Sherlock
watches him clean it off.
first time , explicit, scientist!sherlock, sexy!john
What He Likes [c]
By suchanadorer, rated X, word count 2676, EROTICA
Strange little fic – Irene uses Sherlock’s bath products and dresses in his robe and seduces John. John is
in denial about his feelings for Sherlock and Irene makes him confront it. In the sequel, Sherlock finds
out about it.
explicit, OCC
And the sequel, After.
What He Wrote
By fitofpique, Rated X, word count 2431 – HUMOR/EROTICA
John sends Sherlock a series of texts with sexual innuendo, presumably caused by auto-correct. Or are
they? Very funny and clever texts and responses and a nice ‘get together’ at the end.
First kiss, first time, non-explicit, texting

What Meets the Eye
By worldaccordingtofangirls, Rated M, word count 8251 – SERIOUS
Sherlock wakes up from a head trauma with amnesia, but he doesn’t let on. He deduces that John must
be his husband and acts as such. A soft and serious piece that is quite romantic. Not very explicit.
First time, non-explicit
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What Were the Chances
By achray, Rated X, word count 3303 – AU/EROTICA
John, invalided home from Afghanistan, meets a stranger (Sherlock) on Hampstead Heath for some
anonymous sex.
First time, explicit

What the Fuck Happened Last Night
By MirabileLectu, Rated X, word count 13025 – EROTICA
Summary: “There are several combinations of things that are known to have disastrous consequences
for everyone involved. Seven bottles of wine, two very drunk flatmates, and one pair of handcuffs might
just be the worst.”
XA: Sherlock and John wake up from a night of heavy drinking to find themselves naked in Sherlock’s
bed with John handcuffed to the bed. The fic jumps back and forth in time revealing what happened,
despite some angst, there’s a happy ending. A great ‘drunk trope’ fic.
First kiss, first time, explicit
*What to do When your Flatmate’s Homicidal
By hyacinth_sky747, rated X, word count 36K – HUMOR/FLUFFY
Summary: “Sherlock takes Molly's advice when dealing with his dangerous flatmate.”
XA: This is a classic johnlock story, written in a very funny/wry style about the progression of Sherlock
and John’s relationship. It’s all from Sherlock’s POV and his mind is a mixture of naivety and nuts. Fluffy
and funny and wise and a bit of EROTICA in there too. Memorable scenes: John and Sherlock vacation in
Maine and try to climb a mountain. In another scene they buy 28 pairs of women’s underwear.
First kiss, non-explicit, post-Reichenbach
What You Want
By songlin, rated X, word count 2361 – EROTICA/HUMOR
After they both nearly died on a case, Sherlock is extremely annoying for 5 days; angry, rough, just
‘shrugging’ over everything. John is about to lose his mind. They have a fight that escalates into very
rough sex. Both funny and very hot.
First time, First Kiss, explicit, BAMF!john

What’s in a Name?
By clarify, Rated PG-13, word count 2309 – FLUFF

Sweet little fluff piece. John and Lestrade are friends. In an effort to cheer John up after a break-up,
Lestrade promises to set him up. He invents a tall, handsome bloke named Sherlock and John wants to
meet him. Now all Lestrade has to do is find a tall, handsome bloke named Sherlock. Silly but short and
sweet.
non- explicit
Where the Sun Never Shines

By teahigh, rated M, word count 11655 – ANGST/FLUFF
Summary: “John is a mess. Sherlock can't fix him, but he tries. That's good enough, John thinks.” This is
a post Reichenbach fic where John is really messed up when Sherlock returns 3 years later. It cuts back
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and forth in time. Sherlock begins sleeping with John to ease his nightmares and slowly the two of them
grow close again and then expand their relationship. A bit angsty but not overly so, very well written
with a sweet ending.
First kiss, non-explicit, post-Reichenbach
*Whirlwind
By rubyofkukunu, Rated NC-17, Words: 5013 AU, EROTICA
Set in uni days – John is a student visiting a friend in Cambridge and he meets a young Sherlock at a bar.
Sherlock takes him back to his room. Its John’s first time with a man. Fun little AU piece. In the sequel,
John and Sherlock have lots of phone sex, then Sherlock comes to London to visit John.
First time, First Kiss, explicit, teenlock
Sequel: All that Life Can Afford

The Whore of Babylon Was a Perfectly Nice Girl [c]
By out_there, Rated X, Words: 32K EROTICA
Sherlock has vast past experience in one night stands, which bothers John. In a freezer: "So, rest of your
life, monogamous, significant other. I'll agree to those terms." Long and really good relationship study.
Mycroft tries to break them up.
First time, First Kiss, explicit, teenlock

Winter Delights [c]
By kate_lear, Rated NC-17, word count 21,000 – EROTICA / HUMOR
John goes to the Holmes’ for Christmas and meets a bevy of eccentric characters. Everyone thinks he
and Sherlock are a couple and Sherlock admits that it’s Mycroft’s doing – he’s trying to get Sherlock to
have ‘the talk’ with John. John has no problems with that. Funny, interesting expansion of the Holmes
family and hot/romantic EROTICA.
first time, explicit, gay!sherlock
A Word to the Wise [c]
By Anonymous (kink meme), FLUFF
Sherlock goes to Lestrade for advice on “how to start a relationship”. Very funny and fuffy.
non-explicit
Words Within
By JessamyGriffith, Rated M, word count 2904 – FLUFF
All the ways Sherlock says ‘I love you’ without words. Lyrical and fluffy!
First Kiss, established relationship, non-explicit
Working It Out
By sideris, Rated M, word count 111804 – ANGST
Summary: “John discovers it's Sherlock's birthday whilst Sherlock makes a series of disturbing discoveries
of his own, leading them to embark upon a relationship that was never going to be easy.”
XA: Sherlock is in love with John but previous abuse makes him afraid of sex (a strange man under the
pier). John is patient and helps him through it.
First time, First Kiss, explicit
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The World in My Eyes [c]
By consultingdepressive, rated, word count 4932 – EROTICA
Summary: “He is looking at John, desperately willing him to understand this thing that is so vital, so
essential about himself. The feeling inside has returned again: a small flutter that is threatening to
become something that could completely unmake Sherlock from the man he has become.”
XA: One month after moving in together, Sherlock wants John. He takes him out on a nightclub tour to
‘show John how his mind works’ and by the end of the night they wind up in bed. BAMF!john is well
done in this fic.
first kiss, first time, explicit, BAMF!john
Wrapped Up
By roanne, rated M, word count 1474 – EROTICA
Sherlock and John are trapped on a cold roof. The only thing for it is to share Sherlock’s coat. But at
those tight a quarters not much can be hidden.
First kiss, mildly explicit

-YYes and No
By emungere Rated X Words: 5098 EROTICA
John comes home to find Sherlock in a dress, having just finished a case. They cook dinner together in
the kitchen and then have sex. Well written characterizations and strong smut section.
First kiss, first time, explicit
You Can Imagine the Christmas Dinners
By ardenteeurophile, Rated T, word count 24K – FLUFF

Mummy Holmes interferes to get the boys together over Christmas at her house.
First kiss, Non-explicit
You and I in an Imperfect Place
By guns_and_poses, Rated X, word count 6308 – EROTICA

Sherlock and John first time in a hayloft on Mummy Holmes’ estate. Written for a kink meme basically
just that. Nothing terribly new, but it’s fun and well-done
First time, first kiss, explicit
You Are So Not A Sociopath
By twisting_vine_x, rated G, word count 6114 – FLUFF/ANGST
This little first kiss fic is set in the early days of the TV series. Sherlock is trying to figure out why John is
sticking around. This is a very needy Sherlock, endlessly spurned until John comes along. Not quite my
head canon but lovely all the same.
First kiss, non-explicit, virgin!Sherlock
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You Are What I’m Here For
By NixNonna88, rated T, word count 2519 – FLUFF/EROTICA
Summary: “Five times Sherlock kisses John and one time John kisses him back.” After Sherlock’s return,
he keeps finding excuses to kiss John. Not much new but a quick, fun read.
First time, First kiss, mildly explicit, post Reichenbach

-Z-
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NOTES
Notes on the List Maker’s Preferences:
My preferences in Johnlock fiction are stories that:







Keep the characters true to the BBC Sherlock canon
Have good to excellent writing
Have a unique and interesting premise (I love unusual prompts and tropes)
Have humor (not mandatory, but I adore it when it’s there)
Stick to realism (though there are exceptions)
Sex – I like fics with explicit scenes but prefer ones that lead up to it rather than have John tied
to the bedpost in the first paragraph. However, a good story is a good story and there are
plenty of irresistible non-explicit fics on this list as well as favorite fluff fics.

There are many fics on this list that do not fulfill all or even any of the above, but they’re bloody
marvelous when they do.
Not on this list:








Hard core BDSM, non-consensual, incest, rape, abuse
True asexuality/impotence/history of sexual abuse – just… not terribly appealing to me
Unresolved angst, character death, disease, brutality, etc – life is too short to read depressing
fics.
Threesomes or generally sex with OCs (though there are notable exceptions)
Cross-overs, vampires, werewolves, etc. (though again, there are exceptions)
Parentlock (sorry, not in character for me)
Kidlock

My personal weak spot is really well-done and creative first time fics. I’m interested in the obstacles a
writer places in front of a character getting to their ultimate destiny and how the character overcomes
those obstacle. As I see the BBC Sherlock canon, Sherlock’s obstacle to having a bonded romantic
relationship with John is his celibacy and determination not to ‘weaken’ himself with emotions. I don’t
see him as asexual physically (though ‘demisexual’ perhaps), I see him as a man who has sublimated his
sexuality by sheer will. John’s obstacle is his straight-ness and, on top of that, his understandable fear of
rejection and belittlement from Sherlock. I love it when a fan fiction author tackles these obstacles
straight on. However, there are many fics I’m quite fond of that approach the characters in different
ways (i.e. John is bi, Sherlock is gay etc). Hey, variety is the spice of life! The core of these two
characters is that they really love each other and ‘fit’, from day one.
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